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An Appreciation
It is with an appreciation born of love that we, the class of Butler '23, dedicate
this, our year book, to the one, who in our _vears has been the living heart of our
Alma Mater—from whom ver\- manv of our hopes, ideals and ambitions for But-
ler have been Ijred, nourished and kept alive.
With gratitude shall we try to live, justifying the glorious faith of Kather-
ine INIerrill Gravdon in Butler College, and in our own youth.
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That the pleasant happenings of its Junior year may be preserved, that the
many sides of serio-comic academic life may be portrayed, that the fine athletic
record made under direction of Mr. H. O. Page may remain, that the recognition
of the faculty for scholarly attainment and unselfish labor may be expressed, that
the appreciation of the new president. Dr. Robert Judson Aley, Ph. D., LL. D., may
find utterance, that the pleasure and hope and faith in the great outlook of the
college may be furthered, the class of 1923 offers to the members of the large
I-jutler College family this Drift of 1922. If it serves for remembrance and for
anticipation, this record of a happy year will have fulfilled its pir/pose.
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'To Ihe iiieiiioiy of Bona Thompson her parents biiilded llii.
lived, in other years she might not fail of love here zi'hei
honse that slie loved 'while she
' her life 'was briefly spent."
THE CAMPUS
"1 think that I shall never sec
A poem lovely as a tree
Poems are made by fools like mc
But only God can make a tree."
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THE COLLEGE OF MISSIONS
Underneath the lowly arch
Men to every nation march
Taught by Paul, McGavran, Paine
World, thou dost not hold again
Place more sacred, itigh in call.
Than this missionaries' hall.
THE SUMMER HOUSE
Where youth meets youth
And cares are free.
THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Where in June the ivy clings!
Where the gong forever rings!
THE GYMNASIUM
Heroes come and heroes go
III this building long and low.
THE OBSERVATORY
"I fling my gaze out llirough the silent night:
In those for stars what gardens, what liigli walls
Has mortal yearning built for its delight?
Ji'hat cliariHs and what znalls!"
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Instructor of English
A. B., DePauw University.
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Jabez Hall, A. M.. D. D.
Professor of Hoiiiiletics and Theolo^v
A. B., Bethany College, 1865; A. M..
Butler College, 1S9S; D. D., Hanover
College, 1914.
JuNA Marie Lutz, A. B.
Instructor in Mathematics
A. B., Butler College, 1917.
Eleanor A. Hester
Secretarx to the President
Head of Bureau of Information
James William Putnam, Ph. D.
Dean of Butler College
Professor of Economics and Political
Science
Ph. D., Illinois College, 1S94; A. M.,
Cornell University, 1903; Ph. D., Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, 1909.
LnnsE AIargaruite Schulmeyer
Instructor in Physical Education for
IVomeu
Diploma, North American Gymnastic
Union, 1907.
James A. Rohbach, A. JM., LL. D.
Lecturer in Business Laz^<
A. B., Western Reserve University,
1884; A. M., Ibid., 1890; LL. B., Uni-
versity of Iowa, 1893; LL. D., Univer-
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Top Row—Dr. Thomas Carr Howe, Dr. Harry Pratt Judson, Dean Stanley Coulter.
Front Row—Dr. W. O. Thompson, Dr. Robert Judson Aley.
Inauguration of President Aley
The formal inaugairation of Dr. Robert Judson Aley was February 7th,
1922. The ceremony was held in the college chapel. Dean Putman
extended a welcome to the delegates to which Dr. I. J. Todd, president of
Indiana Central College, responded. Greetings on behalf of the student body
were made by Latirel Cissna, of the faculty by Dr. Morro, of the alumni by
Mr. Frank Davidson, of the city of Indianapolis by Dr. Haines, of the State of
Indiana by Superintendent W. B. Burris. The inauguration followed, with
H. U. Brown, president of the Board of Directors, presiding. President Aley
delivered the inaugural address.
A large number of delegates attended the inauguration and Founder's
Day ceremonies. About forty colleges and universities were represented.
The morning program opened with an academic procession in which the
seniors made their initial appearance in their caps and gowns. Dr. Thomas
Carr Howe, former president of Butler College, delivered an historical ad-
dress. Dr. William O. Thompson, president of the Ohio State University,
delivered the Founder's Day address. Dr. Jabez Hall pronounced the bene-
diction.
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The Class of 1922
Back in the dim dark ages of the S. A. T. C. period of Butler history, the
illustrious class of 1922 entered college as Freshmen. One of the most popular
of the aspiring soldiers, Tony Foster, served as president until the disbanding
of the student army, and upon his departure. "Tellie" Orbison (now of Columbia
University) was elected to fill the office for the remainder of the year.
Under the presidency of Lyman Hoover during the Sophomore year, the
class began to show the originality and force for which it has since been noted.
The first Soph-Frosh Prom was given and much of the success of the event was
due to the activity of the Sophomores. During the same year, the first discus-
sions of student control were held, and the chief speakers were from this class
—
Lyman Hoover, Telford Orbison, Ross Stacy, Henr^- Bruner, Lawrence Hawkins,
Harry Alexander and several others.
The Student Council became a reality during the Junior year while Norman
Shortridge was president, and the following members of the class took an active
part in its organization—Harry Alexander, Lyman Hoover, Henry Bruner and
Mary Elizabeth Howard. Besides conducting a successful Junior Prom, the class
of '22 revived the old custom of producing a Junior Drift, for which the highest
praise and congratulations are due. Henry Bruner, a prominent member of the
class, was forced to leave school during the spring and his absence has been
deeply regretted.
During the past four years the personnel and size of the class has varied
somewhat and now, as Seniors, the members number sixty-six, a majorit}' of
whom have been in liutler the entire four }ears. Early in the year Emil Cassady
was elected president and has proved in both ability and personality, to be an excel-
lent leader. On January 24 the class first wore the Seniors costume, gray sweat-
ers for the girls, and gray vests for the men. On Founder's Day the first appear-
ance in cap and gown was made.
Throughout their college life, the members of the class of '22 have tried to
show their loyalty to the best interests of Butler and have done all in their power
to further its progress.
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Student Volunteer Band.
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Illinois University '19, '20.
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Student Volunteer Band, Sandwich Club,
Cliemistry Club.
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Delta Pi Omega, Phi Delta Phi, Pan-
Hellenic, Biology Club, Basketball.
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Kappa Kappa Gamma, Y. W. C. A., Philo-
kurian Society, Camera Club.
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Philokurian Society, Dramatic Club, Vice-
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Delta Pi Omega, Phi Delta Phi, Dramatic
Club, Glee Club, Y. W. C. A.
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Lambda Chi Alpha.
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Phi Delta Theta, Y. M. C. A., Inter-trater-
nity Council.
Marion Saylor, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Classical Club, Y. W. C. A.
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Pi Beta Phi, Sec. Junior Class '21, Biology
Club, Y. W. C. A., Classical Club.
Edna Mary Hunt, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A.
Leda Mae Hughes, Indianapolis ^
Zeta Tau Alpha, Chemistry Club, Sec
Treas. '20-'21, Biology Club, Student ^'o
unteer Band.
Neil H. Baxter, Indianapolis
Vice-Pres. Sandwich Club '22, Vice-Pres
State Student Volunteer Union '22.
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.vwRENCE V. Hawkins. Ind'anaoolis
Delta Tau Delta, Phi Kappa Phi, Chem-
istry Club, Sandwich Club, Y. M. C. A.,
Delegate to Geneva, Track Team, Dra-
matic Club.
Virginia Moorhead, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Scarlet Quill, Pan-
Hellenic, Sec. '21, Pres. '22, Phi Kappa
Phi, Sec. '22, French Club, Dramatic Club,
Y. W. C. A.
Hazel Harker. Frankfort
Girls' Glee Club, Student Volunteer Band.
Maria M. Daugherty, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Phi Delta Phi, Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet '20-'21, French Club, Biology Club.
Kathleen Dugdale, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Phi, Y. W. C. A., Phi Kappa Phi.
Thelburn L. Engle, Indianapolis
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Basil G. Stultz, Zionsville, Ind.
Sandwich Club, Dramatic Club, Student
Volunteer Band, Y. M. C. A.
Mabel M. Henninger, Pendleton, Ind.
y. W. C. A., Collegian Staff '21-'22.
Margaret Barrett, Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.
Agnes Padou, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta, Y. W. C. A., Scarlet
Quill, Pan-Hellenic '21, Glee Club, Colle-
gian Staff, Dramatic Club, Phi Kappa Phi,
Vice-Pres. '22, Delta Phi, Debating Team,
Philokurian Society, Vice-Pres. '22.
Josephine T. Lapham, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta.
Philip Spong, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Biology Club, Woods
Hole Scholarship, Chemistry Club, Camera
Club, Pres. '22.
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Emil V. CASSAD^•, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Senior Class Pres. '22,
.Junior Class Treas. '21, Art Editor Drift
'21, Phi Kappa Phi, Treas. '22, Collegian
Staff, Chemistry Club.
S.VR.\H Jane Huxter, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Drift Staff '22,
Y. W. C. A., Biology Club.
\'[RGiNiA Barney, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Biology
Y. W. C. A.
Spaulding C. Prichett. Indianapolis
Classical Club, Biology Club.
Helen Belle McLe.vx, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Dramatic Club,
Y. W. C. A., Biology Club, Senior Class
Secretary '22, "Stop Thief."
Percy D. Snipes, Tupelo, Miss.
Transylvania College '17, Southeastern
College '21, Zeta Sigma, Student Volun-
teer Band, Sandwich Club, Y. M. C. A.,
French Club, Dramatic Club.
Twenty-six
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Lymax Hoover, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Tau Kappa Alpha, Phi Kappa
Phi, Pres. '22, SlvuUs, Collegian Staff '19-
'20-'22, Varsity Debating Team, Sandwich
Club, Y. M. C. A. Cabinet '19-'20-'22, Stud-
ent Council.
Lillian ]\I. Painter, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Scarlet Quill Pres. '22, Sen-
ior Class Vice-Pres. '22, Y. W. C. A.
Helen A. McPheeters, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Phi, Delta Phi, Phi Kappa Phi,
Y. W. C. A.
Dorothy Smith, Atlanta, Ind.
Philokurian Society, Glee Club.
jMercy D. Wolfolk, Indianapolis
Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Charles Parks, Indianapolis
Phi Kappa Phi.
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Charles B. Wylie, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Dramatic Club, Biology Club,
Y. M. C. A.
Edgar F. Diederich, Indianapolis
Phi Kappa Sigma, Purdue University
'19-'20, Skulls, Senior Class Treas. '22,
Y. M. C. A., Varsity Basketball 21-'22.
i\.\THARiNE Belzer, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Biology Club, Pres.,
Woods Hole Scholarsliip, Y. W. C. A.
Rex D. Hopper, Indianapolis
Sandwich Club Pres. '22, Student Volun-
teer Pres. '22, Vice Pres. Y. M. C. A.,
Biology Club, Band.
Henrietta Herod, Indianapolis
Classical Club, Y. W. C. A., Biology Club.
Warren Grafton, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Y. M. C. A.
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Herbert R. Hill, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Dramatic Club, Philokur-
ian Literary Society, Collegian Staff, As- P
sociate Editor '20-'21, Brief Bag, Editor
'21, Tennis Mgr. '21, Press Club, Writers' |'V
Club, Drift Staff '21.
GoLDiE BiLLMAN HiLL, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha, Philokurian Society.
French Club, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic Club.
Ward LaRue, Marion, Ind.
Delta Tau Delta, Chemistry Club, Biology
Club.
Mary Eliz.vbeth Howard, Muncie, Ind.
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. w! C. A., Philok-
urian Society, Student Council, Biology
Club.
Goldie Thompsox, Indianapolis
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Eugene M. Weesxer, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Freshman Class Presi-
dent, Indiana Law School.
Twenty-nine
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Juniors
Philip Brown President
Elizabeth Matthews Vice-President
Laurel Cissna Secretary
Dale R. Hodges Treasurer
Thirty-one
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Class of 1923
We came to school in the year '19,
The best that wore the verdant green.
And ere we'd been around here long,
We knew "it all" from our "Profs" to the song.
We knew all about the dear old clock.
And how many cuts we had still in stock,
And which professor always came in late.
And which were the best of the girls to date.
We held our own in the Soph-Frosh game.
And our unbounded pep made the rest seem tame.
The Prom we gave was our big event,
And that's the way our first year went.
In our second year we learned lots more.
Including how to read a football score.
And we showed the Frosh the pole was ours,
That we'd fight to hold it if it took four hours.
And all the time we were making our grades.
Or trying to, by nightly raids
On the various books great minds had wrought
And filled with the knowledge we so vainly sought.
But we've given up our childish ways,
And the unruffled brows of Sophomore days,
And life has assumed that aspect grave
Of which all Juniors so fondly rave.
For our dreams have begun to materialize.
There is only one year left, we realize.
So we'll work ahead with hope sincere,
For our Alma jMater, to us so dear.
Thirty-two
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DuMOXT Raxstead. South Bend
Delta Tau Delta, Track Varsity '19. Stud-
ent Manager Athletics, Dramatic Club.
"He's a strong rooter for a bigger and better
Butler, in order to hold him and his duties
as business manager together."
Calista Stephenson, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Dramatic Club,
Basketball, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '22, Dele-
gate to National Y. W. C. A. Convention
'22.
"Of all our sports. Calista finds football the
most thrilling."
Irvin J. Kerricx-c, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A. Pres. '22, Sandwich C:
Trestle Board Fraternity.
"The guiding light of the Y. M. C. A."
Irma H. Gulley, Indianapolis
Writers' Club, French Club, Brief Bag.
"Argument is the spice of my life."
\\'iLLiA>t KiSER, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Football '19, '20, Capt.
'21, Dramatic Club, Skulls.
"Thou wouldst do better, methinks to have
him on your side, if thou wouldst fight."
Philip Brown, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Baseball, Dramatic Club,
Biology Club, Football Capt. '20, Pres.
Junior Class.
"Phil's quiet voice and modest ways have
not kept him from making his way in the
world."
Thirty-three
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W'exdell T. Brown, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Dramatic Club Pres. '21,
Philokurian Literary Society, Skulls,
Drift Editor '22, French Club, Tau Kappa
Alpha, Varsity Debating, "The Witching
Hour," "The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," "Lady Windermere's Fan," "Stop
Thief."
"Everyone has to look up at Abe."
Mildred Taouith, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A., Botany Club.
"A musician and a blush make a charming
combination."
Ie.\n Patterson, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega, Y. W. C. A., Basketball.
"Solomon was right when he said that about
minister's daughters."
Frances Brubeck, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Dramatic Club,
Scarlet Quill, Y. W. C. A., Basketball,
Biology Club.
"The Sphinx of Irvington Why is Tru-
man such a silent man?"
Dorothy Rhoades, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Glee Club, Dramatic Club,
"Stop Thief."
"Dusty is our best 'little' rooter and always
knows just how the game should be played."
Oscar Ries, Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha, French Club, Inter-
Fraternity Council Pres. '22.
"One hurrying figure, plus one camera case,
plus bone rim specs, equals Oscar Ries."
Tliirty-foKr
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William Pearcy, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Dramatic Club, French
Club.
"He aspires to be the leader of the Girls'
Glee Club."
Alice Carton, Indianapolis
"Her little lisp and her modest ways add to
a sweet personality."
Geneva Hungate, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A., Basketball.
"Black eyes and bobbed hair and still a good
student."
Helen Doeppers, Indianapolis
Writers' Club, Zeta Sigma.
"Helen appears to be perfectly normal and
yet she's on the honor roll."
Mary Sandy, Indianapolis
"We'd like to know your methods, Mary,
for you surely know how to get the grades."
Harold Stewart, Indianapolis
Kappa Sigma Phi, Drift '21, '22, Collegian.
Press Club, Band.
"His work as art editor of the Drift was
invaluable. He's big but a fast worker."
Thirty-five
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Paul Newman, Indianapolis
Purdue '19, '20, Y. M. C. A.
"The frown he wears is the frown of
content."
Genevieve Adams, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pan-Hellenic,
Dramatic Club, Botany Club, Y. W. C. A.
"
'Gen' used to be one of our best rooters,
but she's changed her loyalty to the 'Pink'
of Wabash."
Helen Custer, Darlinoton, Ind.
DePauw '1S-'19, Y. W. C. A.
"She hails from DePauw but we've heard
she's a good Butler rooter."
Lucile Hodges, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Scarlet
Quill, Dramatic Club, French Club, Glee
Club.
"Lucile is always ahead of the rest of us.
While we wear plain golashes, she steps out
in League boots."
Dorothy Dill, Washington C. H., Ohio
Ohio state '18-'19, Dramatic Club.
"When Dot smiles at you you just have to
smile back."
Dan McKinney, Whitestown, Ind.
Delta Tau Delta, Inter-fraternity Council,
Philokurian, Biology Club, Chemistry
Club, Varsity Basketball '20, Dramatic
Club, "Stop Thief," "Trial by Jury,"
French Club, Sphinx, Pres. '22.
"May the epitaph on his tomb-stone read,
'He majored in Campustry.' "
Thirty-six
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William Schumacher, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Fraternity Baslietball.
"From the number of notes Bill writes Vir-
ginia in class, one would think they forgot
to talk outside."
Gladys McKelvey, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha, Biology Club, Sec. '20-'21. |
Phi Delta Phi, Pan-Hellenic, Dramatic j
Club, Basketball. I
"We count Gladys one of our most clever
and capable girls."
Ellen Ocker, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha, Y. W. C. A., Illinois '20-'21.
"Pedagogues had a hankering for her at
Illinois."
Josephine Brown, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Collegian '19.
Dramatic Club, Y. W. C. A., French Club.
Drift '22.
"Her address is: 'Under the Clock,' Butler
College."
Elizabeth J. Matthews. Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Y. W. C. A. Se .
'19, Dramatic Club, Sec. '20, Biology Club.
Scarlet Quill, Junior Class Vice-Pres. '22.
Freshman Class Sec. '19, Drift '22, "Stop
Thief."
"If Betty promotes a campus activity, we're
sure it will be a success."
James Carpenter, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Dramatic Club, Chicago '20-'21.
"His bass voice, haughty manner and a lit-
tle study brought him an 'A' from Prof.
Putnam."
Thirty-seven
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Roger T. Clarke, Edinburg, Ind.
Butler Association, Y. M. C. A., Sec. Sand-
wicli Club, Student Volunteer.
"No relation to George Rogers Clarke, but
he discovered the 'Greatest thing in the
world' at Butler."
r\I.\RY Lewis, Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.
"Mary's smiling brown eyes will speak to
you even it her voice refuses."
Florexce Hacklejian, Indianapolis
DePauw '20-'21.
"Florence comes from another school but
has gained many friends here."
Dorothy Jane Bl.\ck, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Y. W. C. A., Col-
legian '22, Phi Delta Phi, Press Club,
Dramatic Club, Drift Staff, Basketball.
"A sincere worker and friend. Be not de-
ceived by her quiet way but remember the
sign of auburn hair."
Ruth A^iola Huxter, Seymour, Ind.
French Club, Girls' Glee Club, Librarian
'21.
"Ruth, Ruth, tell us the truth—who is he?"
Fern Lenore Hunter, Sevmour, Ind.
Girls' Glee Club, French Club.
"Fern seems to be hunting for something
higher than A plus!"
Thh-ty-eight
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Fred Wm. Jaehne, Indianapolis
Kappa Sigma Phi, Band, Drum Major '22.
French Club, Dramatic Cluh, Orchestra.
Drift '21.
"Fred was the organizer of the Butler Band.
'
'Nuff said.' "
Margaret Kellexbach, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic Club.
Vaudeville Committee, Ch. '21-'22, Drift
'22.
""When you want anything in the vaudeville
line, Just talk it over with 'Kelly.' "
Sarah T. Sissox. Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A., Glee Club.
"Sarah not only acquires knowledge,
absorbs it."
Dorothy White, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta, Y. W. C. A., Biology
Club, Glee Club, Press Club.
"Who are you thinking of. Dot, when you
smile this smile?"
Ruth F. V. Craig, Greenwood, Ind.
Pi Beta Phi, Dramatic Club, French Club,
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '20, Glee Club, Basket-
ball, "Lady Windermere's Fan," Property
Manager, Debating Team.
"Ruth's all system in everything she under-
takes."
Truman T. Felt, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Collegian Editor '22.
Freshman Class Pres. '20, Skulls, Debat-
ing Team '22.
"When Tubby speaks the rest of us poor
Ignorant people just sit and listen."
Thitiij-uiiie
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David W. Dunlap, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Drift '22, Business Man-
ager, Tau Kappa Alpha, Debating Team
'21-'22, "Passing of the Third Floor
Back," Dramatic Club, French Club.
"A busy man, the Business Manager, but
busiest with the girls."
F. Rosalie Baker, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Biology Club, Girls'
Glee Club, Treas. '20, Dramatic Club,
French Club, Y. W. C. A., Camera Club.
"Which comes first, music or the man?"
Helen T. Kinnard, Pendleton, Ind.
Kappa'Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Oxford
'19.
"She comes from the aristocracy of Pen-
dleton."
Mary I. Bainum, Vincennes, Ind.
Delta Pi Omega, Y. W. C. A.
"Mary claims 'love is a spiritual thing,' and
knows all about it, too."
Lucille Baker, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta, Phi Delta Phi, Girls'
Glee Club, Pres. '22, Dramatic Club,
"Trial by Jury."
"Law is a wonderful profession, but it's a
shame Chicago is so far away."
William Clyde Beem, Indianapolis
"He came to Butler, he acquired what he
wanted and now he has left us."
Forty
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Milton Kurzrok, Indianapolis
Butler Association, Biology Club, Chemis-
try Club.
"He may not be in the social limelight, but
he always 'comes up smiling' with the
Profs."
Vivian Allison, Kokomo, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta, Dramatic Club, French
Club.
"When 'Vi' bobbed her hair, she set the style
for the Tri-Delts."
Atta Vandivier, Franklin, Ind.
Y. W. C. A., Classical Club.
"Atta knows so much Latin that conversa-
tion with Julius Caesar himself could hold
no fears for her."
Margaret Wolford, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic
Club, Philokurian Society.
"Inclination toward study."
Laverne Ridlen, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega, Biology Club, Glee Club,
Y. M. C. A., Basketball.
"If silence is golden, Laverne will soon be
a millionaire."
CoRRiNNE Stephenson, Indianapolis
DePauw, Phi Delta Phi, Student Volunteer
Band, Y. W. C. A., Chemistry Club.
"After converting the natives of Butler.
Corrinne is planning missionary work
abroad."
Forty-one
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Rl'ssell Dawson, Delphi, Ind.
Delta Tau Delta, Dramatic Club, Football
Squad, Varsity Track.
"If you can get 'Duke' to laugh the party
is a success."
AFargaret Wier, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta, Y. W. C. A., French
Club, University of Michigan.
"At last we know who owns the little blue
hat."
LvUREL CiSSNA, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Orchestra '20, Dramatic Club,
Vice-Pres. '21, Classical Club, Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, Vice-Pres. '21, Pres. '22, Drift '21,
'22, Glee Club, Junior Class Sec. '22. Scar-
let Quill, Composer of Butler Songs,
"Passing of the Third Floor Back."
This is the smallest school I've ever run."
Pauline Holmes, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic
Club, Purdue '19-'20.
"Although she comes from Purdue, she still
has a lot to say and says it."
AIarjorie F. Hendren, Bloomfield, Ind.
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Y. W. C. A. Cab-
inet '22, Dramatic Club Sec. '21, Collegian
'20-'21, Sophomore Vice-Pres. '21.
"
'Babe' has true Butler spirit and puts it
into everything she does."
Robert McDonnell, Rising Sun, Ind.
Trestle Board Fraternity, Indiana Uni-
versity '20-'21.
"He is a Rising Sun."
Forty-two
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Hubert Moor, New Bethel
Sandwicli Club, Student Volunteer, Y. M.
C. A. Band, Football Squad '21, Delegate
to Geneva '21, Chemistry Club.
"A big boy, strong in his youth."
Irma Tevis, Milrov, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta, 'Y. W. C. A., Glee Club.
"We ask four things of a woman, that virtue
dwell in her heart, modesty in her forehead.
sweetness in her mouth and labor in her
hands."
Helen Guild, Indianapolis
"Helen may major in something else but her
real talent lies in candy making."
Mildred Goff, Russellville, Ind.
Delta Delta Delta, Glee Club, Dramatic-
Club, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '22, Biology
Club.
"She's a New Yorker from Russellville."
Ruth IMcCormick, Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.
"John may have followed music but leave
it to Ruth to take up education."
M.vRY G. P.WNE, Danville, 111,
Kappa Alpha Theta, Phi Delta Phi, Pres.
•21-'22, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet '21, General
Delegate to Geneva '21, Philokurian So-
ciety, Sec. '21, Drift '22, Biology Club,
'20-'21.
"Whether it be scientific terms, jingles or
speeches in chapel, Mary can give any of
them with equal ease."
Fo7-ty-three
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Henry Gipson, Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha, Inter-traternity Coun-
cil, Y. M. C. A.
"Henry is always thankful for morning
classes, they're such a good place to make
up for lost sleep."
Irexe Kurman, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, French Club, Basketball
'19-'20.
"Since the Phi Belts are athletic, Irene is
athletically inclined."
Kathleen York, Indianapolis
Classical Club.
"Kathleen simply thrives on the classics."
Miriam Wier, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta, Scarlet Quill, Phi Delta
Phi, French Club, Vice-Pres. '22, Dramatic
Club, Collegian Staff, Press Club, Philok-
urian Society.
"Gentleness, sweetness and willingness
make Miriam just what she is—a mighty
fine girl."
Lenore Spencer, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega, Biology Club '19-'20.
Y. W. C. A.
"She has a good disposition."
I.vMEs Himler, Indianapolis
Biology Club, Chemistry Club, Y. M. C. A.
"If he doesn't become famous as a
psychologist he will as something else."
Forty-four
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Clair Ingalls, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, Track Team, Dra
matic Club, Mixed Quartette, "Trial liy
Jury."
"Clair is equally capable to be the her
behind the footlights or an Epworth Leagu
leader."
Alice Edn.v Walsi-i, Plainfield, Tnd.
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Sec. '21, Dramatic Club, Girls' Glee Chili
'20-'21.
"Alice Edna knows how to make jazz an
art."
Garnet Hl'ssey, Carmel, Ind.
Y. W. C. A., Dramatic Club, Girls' Glee
Club. "Passing of the Third Floor Back."
Dorm Stunt.
"Prom her quiet manner, you'd never guess
that Garnet was a dramatic star."
Catherine Crebs, Frankfort, Ind.
Dramatic Club, Biology Club, Y. W. C. A.,
Western '20-'21.
"Her brilliance lies in more ways than one."
M.\RGARET Anne Cook. Indianapolis
Delta Phi, Debating Team, Dramatic Club.
"Of course, she's small, but she has the
'gift o' gab' that helped beat Oxford."
Ralph Schad, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A.
"Oh, ye who always arrive at ten minutes
of eight, must be possessed of a loud alarm
bell."
Forty
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Robert E. Hall, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Football Trainer '21,
Piencli Club, Sphinx.
Ten thousand gobs, laid down their swabs,
to lick one good marine."
iLtNE Haeryman, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Y. W. C. A. Cab-
inet '22, Debating Team, Delta Phi, Dra-
matic Club, Philokurian Society, Biology
Club, Student Committee '19-'20, Glee
Club.
The girl who can speak as Uene did at the
tootball banquet has our deepest admira-
tion."
\I \RjORiE Parrish, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Basketball, Assist. Phys. Ed.
Dept.
Hei black eyes and wavy hair are a fitting
background for her amiable disposition."
I jl \dys Graves, Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega, Pan-Hellenic, Basketball.
Let not your thoughts be as solemn as
your name."
( \THERiNE QuiG, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A.
She smiles on everything she sees and her
smiles go everywhere."
LiDA LocHHEAD, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Basket-
ball '20-'21.
Lida has a system all her own which she
uses well in the 'chem lab.' "
Forty-six
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George Kistler, Indianapolis
Y. M. C. A.
"He possesses a variable voice wliich i
mucli appreciated in economics roll call.
Martha ]M. Borgstede. Indianapolis
Y. W. C. A.
"Martha may seem quiet, but you should
hear her jabber French."
Katherine Gerlach, Indianapolis
Writers' Club.
"The blonde girl in the blue roadster. We
think the two make a stunning poster."
Elizabeth Harris. Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic
Club, Biology Club, Glee Club.
"The longest way round is the sweetest way
home—well you ought to know, Joe!"
Margaret Quinzoxi, Indianapolis
"When Margaret gets her pennies saved,
she's going to visit her folks in Prance."
Margaret Higbee. Lebanon, Ind.
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic
Club, French Club, Girls' Glee Club,
Basketball.
"The Thetas don't have to worry about their
odd jobs since Peg joined the Carpenter's
union."
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Harold Walters, Indianapolis
"All Harold needs to be a dashing, heart-
breaking Lilly Dipper is a petite mustache."
Melba Smith, Shelbyville, Ind.
"If Melba were ever blue about anything, we
have yet to hear about it."
ToHANNAH Holmes, Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A.
"People may think she's demure around
school, but we have heard!--*"
Marion Ferguson, Indianapolis
"Marion beats the 'dear old clock' when it
comes to being on time."
Elsie Poore, Indianapolis
Classical Club.
"Elsie may be Poore in name but she's rich
in spirit."
Paul Spohr, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Y. M. C. A., Sphinx, Dramatic
Club, Yell Leader.
"Who is better fitted to write a thesis on
'The Advantages to be Derived from a Col-
lege Education' than our own Ignatz, Jr.?"
Forty-eight
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Earl Beckxer, Indianapolis
Zeta Sigma, Forum, Y. M. C. A.
"Behold our smartest Junior man! It's as
easy for him to make A's as for the rest of
us to go to sleep in our eight o'clock
classes."
Mary Lane, Indianapolis
Delta Zeta, Indiana University '19-'20.
"At I. U. she was well known—here we
have yet to hear from her."
Eloise Hamilton, Indianapolis
Delta Delta Delta. Pan-Hellenic, Y. W. C.
A., Scarlet Quill, Drift '22, Writers' Club,
Brief Bag, Glee Club, Biology Club, Col-
legian, Camera Club.
"One of the two most important members
of the famous Hamilton-Harris Combine."
AI.\rtha Barber. Indianapolis
Delta Pi Omega, Y. W. C. A., Classical
Club.
"Wisdom lies in silence,"—so says Martha.
Alice Crozier, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha, Biology Club, Glee Club,
Basketball, Indiana Academy of Science.
"Botany, Basketball and Boys, are her
specialty."
]\Iary p. A'alentine, Indianapolis
"Mary will make a "Valentine' for some one.'
Forty-nine
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Russell I. Dean, Advance, Ind.
Lambda Chi Alpha, French Club, Y. M.
C. A.
"A Lambda Chi Alpha who may graduate.
Three cheers!"
Helen Brattain, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Scarlet Quill, Dra-
matic Club, Botany Club, "Witching
Hour," "Lady Windermere's Pan."
"June '23 will see the ad: 'Lost—Our best
leading lady. Butler Dramatic Club.' "
DuNALD SiPE Kennedy, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Drift '22, Collegian,
Press Club.
"Our Canteen Hound—Kennedy of the Col-
legian 'Kennels.' "
Martha Montgomery, New Albany, Ind.
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Delta Phi, Dra-
matic Club, Freshman Class Vice-Pres.
'20, Philokurian Society, Varsity Debate
Capt. '20, Drift '22.
"I've a hunch that 'Monte' has a sincere feel-
ing toward her Alma Mater."
1 Ielen M. Walsh, Indianapolis
Dramatic Club, Writers' Club, Basketball,
"Lady Windermere's Pan."
"In our last production she showed us how
red haired women will handle their hus-
bands!"
R.\LPH Beabout, Michigantown, Ind.
Butler Association, Y. M. C. A.
"He likes to 'beabout' his work—so small,
he was good help in getting down the 'green'
from the flag pole in Sophomore days."
FiUy
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Charles Porter, Indianapolis
Lambda Chi Alpha.
"I knew him virtuous and noble, with kindly
ways, for is he not a blushing youth?"
Dale Hodges, Anderson, Ind.
Delta Tau Delta, Skulls, Junior Class
Treas. '22, Drift '22, Basketball, Baseball,
Biology Club, Chemistry Club, Dramatic
Club.
"Butler's Paderewski—When Dale hits the
ivories, we'll crown Jazz, king!"
Louise Duncan, Indianapolis
Zeta Tau Alpha, Glee Club, Basketball.
"Louise is one of the reasons why Paul
Spohr is one of our most concentrated cake
eaters."
Joseph Moore, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Dramatic Club.
"Joseph competes with the Butler Band in
the Winter Garden."
Caroline Dunne, Indianapolis
PI Beta Phi.
"What has Caroline Dunne? Why, she's to
blame for some of the marks on our history
exams."
Marion Mercer, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Philokurian, Football,
Writers' Club, Track, Capt. '22, Brief Bag.
"Mike goes in for the deep things of life
early—he's now selling cemetery lots."
Fiftjj-one
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Paul V. Brown, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Tlieta, Skulls, Football, Colle-
gian, Press Club, Sophomore Class Pres.
'21.
"Too bad. Bill, you're on the football team,
you'd give such good assistance to the
rooters."
I.\^[ES Gloin, Indianapolis
Sigma Chi, Dramatic Club, Bus. Mgr. '21-
'22, Skulls, Collegian. Drift '22, Press
Club, Writers' Club, Tennis '20-'19.
"Help came in the form of Prof. Cavan's
little Ford Sedan."
Florence Hoover, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Vice-
Pres. '22, Scarlet Quill, Philokurian So-
ciety, Dramatic Club, Biology Club.
"Florence distinguished herself by getting
on the Honor Roll when she was a Fresh-
man and she's been gaining fame ever
since."
Truman Short, Indianapolis
Delta Tau Delta, Baseball, Dramatic
Club, Varsity Basketball '19.
"When you see that serious look on his
face, know that he's trying to figure out a
way to get out of work."
;Mary Louise Mann, Indianapolis
Kappa Alpha Theta, Y. W. C. A., Basket-
ball.
"Mary, you're so noisy in the halls that the
rest of us can't be heard."
Walter Bush, Medaryville, Ind.
Phi Delta Theta, Sandwich Club, Philok-
urian Society, Chemistry Club, Y. M. C. A.,
E. R. F.
"He knows the practical application of
chemistry. (Reference: Y. M. Mixer)."
Fifty-two
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Glen Keach. Seymour
Sigma Chi, Dramatic Club, "Witching
Hour," Skulls, Pres. French Club, Philo.
Inter-fraternity Council, "Trial by Jury."
Quartette.
"A singer of much renown—'Hail, fellow,
well met.' "
Margaret Hacker. Indianapolis
Pi Beta Phi, Y. W. C. A., Dramatic Club,
Collegian, Press Club.
"Ducky surely can giggle."
John Heiney, Indianapolis
Beta Theta Pi, DePauw '20-'21, Skulls.
Associate Editor, Collegian '22, Associate
Editor, Drift '22, Press Club.
"John knows that he knows that he knows
what he knows."
Pauline Thomas, Indianapolis
Kappa Kappa Gamma, DePauw '20-'21.
"Ain't it grand to get good marks and have
good times, besides."
LeVera Millikan, New Castle, Ind.
Y. W. C. A. Glee Club.
"Though vanquished, she will argue still."
Harold Kealing, Indianapolis
Phi Delta Theta, Tau Kappa Alpha, De-
bating Team '21-'22, Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
Dramatic Club.
"A debater who practices continually in
the halls."
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Sophomores
ALVA W. GRAHAM President
JANET DEAN Vice-President
KATHARINE PHH.LIPS Secretary
HENRY GOETT Treasurer
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Sophomore Class History
Over on the other page is a right class}' looking outfit. Only one of
four classes, we concede. Not the Freshmen, of course not the Juniors, not
that cocky; not the Seniors, too young and happy—so the Sophomores. Just
look 'em over, and try not to get jealous. Who d'ye see? Naturally some
will see some, and others others; but all at least four, meaning President "Bo"
of the white sweater Vice-President Janet Dean, la belle de la Butler, Secre-
tary Katie Phillips, the pretty actress, and Treasurer Heinie Goett, the yodel-
ing short stop.
The Sophs are the pride of Butler in more ways than one. Back in the
fall of 1920 they entered Butler College along with Coach Page, (who is only
a Sophomore here himself even if he won't admit it) and since then have been
almost as active as that gentleman in furthering the interests of the old school
in athletics. This year has been added to the success and glory of the class.
"Bo" the unbeatable half-back, "Wally" the "A" athlete, Leslie and Hooker,
the Anderson Blazeaways, are names that are almost synonymous with foot-
ball, basketball and other sports, and are perhaps the most conspicuous
although there is a host of others, with stellar ability and equally fine sport-
manship. Certainly no pink-blooded class.
Then the other side, the girls, who stand up on the stands and trill out
the Rah-Rah-Rahs that win the games. Of course, the girls couldn't hold
the colors against the unending green ranks of Freshies. or perhaps do one
or two other things, but all in all they are pretty necessary in all the class
doings and seem to appreciate the fact.
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Freshmen
HUGHES UPDEGRAPH President
RUTH FRO:\IM Vice-President
MILDRED FOXWORTHY Secretary
ARTHUR BLACK Treasurer
Fifty-nine
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Freshman Class History
Freshman, being just lieginners in college, are supposed to be humble,
'n qtiiet, 'n everything else like that, says the Sophomores, 'n the Jtmiors
agree, 'n so do the Seniors, so it must be true. But then when we kinda look
back and remember what otu" boys and girls have done for old Butler during
the few inonths that we have been here, we get sorta proud of ourselves and
somehow we just gotta talk about it. So we're goin' to, and the rest can
read it if they want to, or not if they don't want to.
Well, about the first thing we think of is those ripe autumn days when
we used to sit in French and all of a sudden a fellow otitside with a big-
megaphone would start shoutin' somethin'. And then we'd rush out of the
classroom and through the pretty, golden leaves, and so to the top row of
the bleachers in jolly spirits. Then out would come No. 12, and bein' a Fresh-
man, would grab the ball and sneak right through for another goal. And he
was not all; remember who kicked for three points and victory against the
Aggies, And still not all; but we'll not tell an}' more since we're Freshman
'n supposed to be humble, 'n quiet, 'n everything else like that.
So then along comes a day when it seemed only right that we should
elect officers. And after two fearse struggles we elected "Upde" Updegraff,
president; Ruth Fromm, vice-president; Mildred Foxworthy, secretary; and
Art Black, treasurer ; 'n fine officers they are 'n all so good looking except
Nos. I and 4.
But after a while it got too cold to play outside, so Coach Page called
the bovs inside 'n the Freshman came 'n in goodly numbers, too. Off they
went to Wisconsin, to Illinois, to Michigan, then to Kentucky; sometimes
loosing, more often winning, but always backed by Butler and the Freshman.
And with the success of the team came glory to the Freshman class, for were
we not doing our part 'n fighting along with the rest .^
And so on and on to other things. F'rinstance, home-coming day with all
the old grads, the dances and parties we've enjoyed, the class scrap, the dif-
ferent clubs we've joined; everything, even the final exams.
So the days go flittin' by, 'n with them on through Butler, on into the
world. But that is not for some time. Now we're Freshman, just plain, ordi-
nary, green Freshman, but we'll tell the Sophomores, 'n the Juniors, 'n the
Seniors, 'n everybody else, "We're proud of it."
—PAUL HABBE
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Our Future Butler
Butler is today but the outward form of a vision dreamed long ago. She
is the realized hope of pioneer hearts that beat true to a strong desire to make
for those who would follow, a place where they could obtain that which they,
the dreamers, had been denied. The desire that men might become even more
so, men, and that women might become even nobler than the sainted pioneer
mothers. The dream was a command to their hearts and hands and they gave
of their best, that we might profit by their efforts today. We do; but our.
trust is to dream in an even larger way than they. Where they thought of
the modest brick and a few students we dream of marble halls and thousands
of students.
Our future Butler does not only exist in dreams, for those loyal to
Butler have within the past two years done much toward the vision in the
minds of us all. The coming of Dr. Robert J. Aley is the fulfillment of the
desire for a leader and a man with a sincere regard for Butler who would
also have the qualities of a practical executive. The securing of Dr. Aley is
only one of the things which has been done. As athletics are one of the
publicity agents of a college, the authorities obtained H. O. Page from the
University of Chicago as athletic instructor. This was the first forward step.
Following this J. W. Atherton was made financial secretary and has been
working steadily toward a large endowment fund. He has raised an emer-
gency fund to carry us over till the endowment is due.
From only a casual study of our situation it becomes apparent that
Butler is destined to become one of the great institutions of the middle west.
The location demands it, the environment prompts it, and the spirit of the
promoters ordains that it shall be.
Scholastically Butler has always ranked high and it is the intention of its
future builders that it will always maintain such a standard. In athletics But-
ler has not always stood among the first, but today, after two years of the
aggressive ability of "Pat" Page, we do stand among the first in the colleges
of the middle west.
With such scholastic and athletic inducements, students from all over the
state are pouring into the too crowded halls of old Butler and all are looking
toward the near future when Butler, the University of Indianapolis, will have
her new buildings and her other dreams materialized.
When our dreams are accomplished, our pride shall be as the pride of the
fathers of Butler is now; when in the afterglow of years our children's chil-
dren shall dream again of the Butler yet to be.
Sixty-three
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COACH PAGE
In the fall of 1920 "Pat' Page arrived
at Butler and took hold of the athletic-
reins, whipped teams hnrridly into shape,
and with two years of labor has placed
liutler on an even consideration with
Purdue, Notre Dame, Wabash and De-
Pauw. It is almost needless to say that
much of this phenomenal rise is due to
"Pat" Page. Baseball and track are yet
before the public eye, and in these Butler
teams will strive to uphold the record of
their basketljall associates and of the
gridiron. It is to our own "Pat" that we
owe the success of a big year of victories.
Here's to the biggest year of all, and may
he receive our praise and good luck.
COACH HINKLE
Working with Coach Page and espec-
ially in baseball, is Paul D. Hinkle, who
came from Chicago where he recentl)-
made a name for himself as a Maroon
athlete. While at Chicago University,
he was captain of the basketball team
that won all-Western honors and which
played Penn State for national honors.
He likewise received recognition in
baseball and ' football. He has taken
charge of spring baseball activities and
has organized a team that was able to
put up a good fight against the American
Association Indians and which Avhipped
Hanover in the first league game.
Sixty-four
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ATHLETIC MANAGER
The services of Dumont Ranstead in
his capacity as athletic manager were of
such fine quahty that he has already con-
tracted to continue his work next year.
In handling the enormous crowds at
Irwin field and Tomlinson Hall ; in deal-
ing with business managers of visiting
teams ; and in managing the treasury and
his assistant alike ; Ranstead has proved
his worth.
Such a position as he has occupied is
practically devoid of any credit from any
source. The work is hard and the hours
long. And along with the winning teams
and Coach Page, we place the athletic
manager here, that he may enjoy his just
moment of praise.
YELL LEADER
Opposite is Paul Spohr, who performs
at the yell leading occupation and who
could almost get a yelp out of a turnip.
He has been around Butler now for three
years and always is present at the ath-
letic events which need the old time pep
and noise. Another creator of noise is
Lowell Sparks, who also moves the mul-
titude to howling applause and entreaties.
This year the men of the college organ-
ized the Butler Boosters, wearers of blue
and white skull caps, and the rooting no-
ticeably improved. Rooting is an asset
to the school for it is a means of showing
college spirit, and Spohr and Sparks are
to be here thanked for their part in furth-
ering the organization of cheering.
Sixty-five
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Top Row—Forrest Hindsley, Carl Smitli. Martin McCracken. Hubert Moore. Har-
old Stewart.
Middle Row—Rex Hopper, Kenneth McKinney. Carrol Bonnell, Gaylord Stewart.
Bottom Row—Luckey, Harmon Snoke, Percy Lain, Fred Jaehne (Leader), Newton
Day, William E. Day, Earl Daniels.
The Band
If you can think back to a certain Saturday afternoon many months ago
—
October 22, to be exact
—
you will remember that upon that date several im-
portant events took place. It was Homecoming Day, the blue-jerseyed grid-
ders had turned back Earlham, and everybody was in fine spirits. While the
jollifications were thus going on, a certain group was just a little jollier and
a little prouder than the rest, for upon that day they had realized an end
to which they had been striving for years ; they were organized, they had
made their first appearance in uniform and they were happy in the knowledge
that they had done their part that afternoon on Irwin Field. They were the
Butler band.
There are twenty-two members of the band, with Frederick Jaehne, the
leading spirit, organizer and leader. Horace Whitehouse, of the College of
Music and Fine Arts, has directed the band in practice throughout the year.
The natty uniforms were the gift of the alumni headed by J. W. Atherton.
The appearances of the band have been most welcome at the athletic contests
and at various other functions of the school.
It is not a well equipped outfit, it has not the pomp and grandeur of Pur-
due's or Indiana's tooters nor is it made up of any unusual talent; but it has
got the finest of spirit, the willingness to practice and learn and the desire to
become one of Butler's foremost organizations. And with that attitude noth-
ing can bar their wav to a big success in vears to come.
Sixty-six
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BILL RISER (Capt.)
FOOTBALL
Sixty-seven
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THE TEAM
Top Row—Page (Coach), Moore. Rotroff, Griggs, Woods, W. Kiser (Capt), McClaf-
flin, Temple, Wales, Fessler, Burge, Fellows (Trainer).
Middle Row—Konold, Middlesworth, Hall, Colway, D. Kiser, Duttenhaver, P. Brown,
Black, Hungate, Leslie.
Front Row—Dawson, XJpdegraff, Hameson, Strickland, Studley, P. V. Brown, Orner.
Football Material
"Give credit to whom credit is dtie" has developed into a popular saying
in athletic circles. With the passing of the 1921 football season came praise
for Coach Page and the glorious eleven who fought the battles of Butler's
most successful season for years. But very little was said of the second string
men who reported faithfully each day, donned a uniform and got out into the
scrub battles in order that their brothers might attain the heights of success.
To these men who never got into the Varsity contests, we dedicate this space.
To these men who by their grit and backbone enabled this same successful
season, we offer a word of praise and say : "Here's to j-ou, All-Butlerites
!
Your work was admirablv done."
€
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ALVA GRAHAM
Half Back
DAVID KONOLD
End
:H0MAS FIELDS
Half Back
Butler 1 9, Dennison 6
On Saturday, Octol^er ist, the Blue and AVhite team journeyed to Gran-
ville, Ohio, where they met Dennison University in the opening game of the
season for both teams. All advance stories predicted a defeat for Butler and
even the greater part of the student body entertained but little hope of ^vin-
ning from the well advertised Buckeye aggregation. But the Bulldogs
played winning football and carried the opposition off its feet, routing them
to the tune of 19 to 6. It was an unexpected disaster for Dennison, and came
on their homecoming day and the occasion of the dedication of their new
$500,000 stadium. The entire Butler team played like a well oiled machine.
Woods and McClafflin featuring the contest with dizzy open field running.
Sixty-nine
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HALDANE GRIGGS
Half Back
GERALD WOODS
Half Back
PHIL BROWN
Guard
Butler 70, Rose Poly 6
The following Saturday Rose Pol\- was met in the first home game on
Irwin Field. Butler went into the game a favorite but was not expected to
win by a top heavy score. Rose had a powerful attack and managed to push
over a touchdown, but the Butler machine started working and completely
dazzled the visitors by an offensive action by Woods, McClafflin and Gra-
ham. These backfieldsmen ripped the Rose line to pieces and when the big
guns were turned off the score read Butler 70, Rose 6. Graham's line plung-
ing and the work of Hall and Hungate on the defense were the features of the
game.
Butler 1 22, Hanover
The "track meet" -with Hanover on October 15 will not be soon forgotten
by Indianapolis football fans. Butler scored seventeen touchdowns and one
field goal against the downstaters, holding them throughout the game at a
safe distance from the Butler goal. All manner of football tactics were used
and Coach Page was able to determine definitely what his freshmen recruits
were able to do.
Seventy
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RICHARD STRICKLAND
End
WILLIAM KISER
Full Back
HAROLD HUNGATE
Tackle
The eighty-five yard run of Graham from kick-off featured the game,
although Butler was constantly given opportunities for 1)rilliant and spectacu-
lar work. The score, which is thought to be the largest piled up against a
college team during the last season, is by no means indicative of the fighting
spirit of the losing team, who displayed themselves against such odds as the
Butler team presented, with great credit.
Butler 33, Earlham 7
Homecoming Da}- at Butler was the occasion of the first strong opposi-
tion for the Blue and White, when Earlham was met on Irwin Field. The
traditional enemy fought hard during the first half of the game and held the
Pagemen to one touchdown, they themseh'es sweeping down the field for a
touchdown. The half ended with the score reading seven to seven. During
this half the stands were constantly in an uproar. The last two periods
went to Butler. Open field running by Graham and JMcClafflin demoralized
the Earlham team and four touchdowns were registered against the Quakers,
two of which were gained in the last few moments of play. Woods, who
received an injured ankle in the Hanover game, was able to participate in the
eame.
Sei'eniy-one
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PAUL V. BROWN
Quarter Back
RICHARD HALL WALLY MIDDLESWORTH
Tackle End
Butler 0, Wabash 14
Butler suffered her first defeat of the season when Wabash claimed a 14
to O victory on Irwin field in a wonderful exhibition of football. It was a
glorious defeat. Wabash had expected an easy victor)^ but at the end of the
first ten minutes Butler was on the Scarlet ten yard line, threatening to push
the ball over. The first quarter ended with neither team scoring. In the
second period the play was fast and the Little Giants placed the ball on the
Butler eight yard line and in four attempts pushed the ball over for a touch-
down. The half ended 7 to o. On the resuming of play the visitors came back
determined to score and at the close of the third period managed to slip a
long pass across the Butler line. The fourth period found both teams
furiously contesting every move and no further scoring was made. Late in
the half, "Bo" Graham, star Butler half-back was seriously hurt and his con-
dition prohibited his playing during the remaining games of the season. Dur-
ing this game the grit and fight of the members of the Butler grid machine
manifested itself as one of the outstanding points of a glorious defeat.
Seventy-tivo
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HUGHES UPDEGRAPH EUGENE COLWAY
Quarter Back Guard
JOHN LESLIE
End
Butler 7 , Chicago Y College 1
4
The second and last defeat of the Bhie and White team came frum the
revenge-seeking Chicago Y College, who had been defeated b}- the Bntler
team of last year. The Butler eleven did not show its usual form, and a feel-
ing seemed to take hold after the Wabash defeat, that the season's climax had
been reached. The game was rather listless throughout, broken only by
occasional displays of fine football work. The score was 14 to 7 in favor of
the visitors.
Butler 3, Michigan Aggies 2
The fighting spirit of the Bulldogs was revived in the following game
and the heavy Michigan Aggies team was cleanly beaten in a hard fought
battle by the score of 3 to 2. The field was a sea of mud, and opportunities for
open field running and kicking were almost impossible. Early in the contest
the Aggies scored a touchback and the score stood 2 to o until the latter part
Seventy-three
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DWIGHT KISER
Guard
WILLIAM McCLAFLlN
Half Back
ARTHUR BLACK
Guard
of the third quarter when Griggs placed the ball squarely between the up-
rights from the twenty-five yard line. Due to the condition of the field, other
attempts by Griggs failed, keeping the score down to three points for Butler.
The Butler team outplayed their heavier opponents the entire game.
Butler 28, Franklin
Franklin formed the opposition for the last game of the season, losing
28 to o. As a fitting end to a glorious season, the Butler backs tore off long
gains in all manners against the Baptists and the latter were fortunate to have
only four markers tallied against them. Captain Kiser played his last game
as Bulldog general in a noteworthy fashion by smashing the Franklin line for
downs time and again. The game was played in a cold mist and on a sloppy
field, but it was the last demonstration of the year and the Blue and White
ended the season just as finely as they had performed throughout—a hard
hitting, well-balanced, fighting eleven.
Seventy-four
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HARRY DUTTENHAVER (Capt. Elect)
Prospects for the 1 922 Season
With practically the entire squad of 1921 returning next fall and a wealth
of new material due to arrive, the prospects point to a repetition of the past
season, the chief differences being that several new and more formidable op-
ponents will appear on the card for 1922. A team will be shaped next fall
to battle such teams as Notre Dame, Illinois, DePauw and Wabash.
Although the material is light and yet green, for the most part, the Butler
eleven will attempt to hang up another enviable record against these schools,
stronger than any attempted before, as well as disposing of their more ancient
rivals.
Seventy-fiv,
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Schedule for 1922-23
September 25. Wilmington at Butler.
September 30. Franklin at Butler.
October 7. Chicago "Y" at Butler.
October 14. Illinois at Urbana.
October 21. Earlham at Butler.
October 28. Wabash at Butler.
November 4. Rose Poly at Butler.
November 11. DePauw at Butler.
November 18. Notre Dame at Butler.
November 25. Bethany at Bethany.
Seventy-six
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ORYILLE J. HOOKER (Capt.)
BASKETBALL
Seventy-seven
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Top Row—Page (Coach), Konold, P. Jones, Rosensthil, Leslie, Hall, Hinkle
(Assistant Coach).
Middle Row—Griggs, Diederich, Hooker, R. Jones, Colway, Middlesworth.
Front Row—Harmeson, Graham, P. Brown, Black.
Review of Season
Butler's net five enjoyed the most prosperous season in the history of
the institution, and the successes achieved during the season not only de-
lighted the student body but caused the alumni and biggest and best univer-
sity athletic teams to sit up and take notice. In the twenty-seven contests
played by Butler, only six marked defeats for the Blue and AVhite, and in all
instances save one, the margin of defeat was very small. A total of 946
points were scored by Butler against their opponents' 645.
The season opened on November 29th with Central Normal, in the Butler
gymnasium, the Bulldogs winning hands down 61-17. The same week Han-
over met defeat in a fast game 35-31 and the following week another hard
fought game was won from Manchester 31-^9.
On December i6th a northern trip was started which resulted in taking
Wisconsin Universit}- into camp 26-20 and the following night Chicago
University 16-13. After these two hard battles the team journeyed down to
8evcni\j-c'Hjht
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EUGENE COLWAY
Guard
JOHN LESLIE
Forward, Center
PAUL BROWN
Forward
Review (continued)
Purdue from Chicago and lost there 42-19 with the Boilermakers taking
things by storm. The phenomenal work of White, Purdue forward, cinched
the game although Butler put up a game fight.
Yale University, on its barnstorming trip, fell next to the Bulldogs at
Tomlinson Hall, 51-16. This game was announced as a stiff affair but Hooker,
Leslie and Griggs smothered the Easterners in a scarecrow mixup. Notre
Dame was unmercifully walloped the following week 37-21 and Rose Poly
fell down 34-28. Illinois University drew blood, however, when they defeated
the Bulldogs at Urbana 30-28. It is interesting to note that Purdue lost to
the mini a few nights later on the same floor.
From January 10th until Felirnar}- 4th the Pagemen did not lose a game
and Notre Dame, Centre, Earlham, State Normal, Kalamazoo, and the South
Bend Y, fell before the formidable onrush. DePauw was the next Waterloo.
Something struck the Blue and White amidships and the tigers won 29-23.
Neither team was going right and the Bulldogs were not picked by fortune.
Three nights later, on the 7th, the journe}^ was made to Crawfordsville to
meet the much touted Wabash five. Although a victory was not anticipated
by many, a great crowd accompanied the team and saw the Scarlet defeated
31-26. Leslie was the star and became the miracle man in the Little Giant's
viewpoint.
Seventij-nine
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ALVA GRAHAM
Guard
ROWLAND JONES
Guard
PAUL JONES
Forward
Review (concluded)
The following week Evansville college was disposed of 67-17 and Centre
was defeated the second time 49-24. Neither game called upon the Pagemen's
energies to a great extent. Then followed what is probably the greatest brawl
ever staged in the Winter Garden, when Franklin took the count on Febru-
ary 14th to the score of 35-26. The game was rough and Hooker and Mid-
dlesworth went out on personals. The next week Franklin, nosed out the
Bulldogs by one point, 30-29.
February 25th was retaliation day for Wabash. The Little Giants took
the Blues into Camp 31-24 in a fine exhibition of basketball. The Lake Forest
team was unfortunate in being the ones for the Bulldogs to take their spite
on and suffered a 43-23 defeat. DePauw ended the season by defeating the
Bulldogs at Greencastle 25-16.
Scoring honors of the season go to Captain Hooker who scored 125 times
from the field. Leslie followed closely with 120 and Griggs sank sixty
baskets in fifteen games in which he participated. Paul E. Brown carried
the free throw honors. Wally Middlesworth ^Aas the defensive star, while R.
H. Jones and Colway performed well in this department.
Only Deiderich and R. H. Jones will be lost to the squad by graduation,
and with a wealth of new material coming from the various high schools over
the state, the Blue and White banner will be waving high again next season
in Indiana's basket world.
Eight!/
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ARTHUR BLACK
For\yard
ORVILLE HOOKER (Capt.) WALLY MIDDLESWORTH
Forward Guard
Basketball Season of 1921
Butler 6i Central Xormal, 25
Butler 35 Hanover, 31
Butler 82 Indiana Law, 14
Butler 31 Manchester, 29
Butler 26 Wisconsin, 20
Butler 16 Chicago, 13
Butler 19 Purdue, 43
Butler 51 Yale, 16
Butler 32 Vincennes Y, 24
Butler 37 Notre Dame, 21
Butler 35 Rose Poly, 28
Butler 2'!^ Illinois, 30
Butler 49 State Normal, 24
Butler 61 Earlham, 27
Butler 28 Notre Dame, 23
Butler 31 Centre, 9
Butler 2-/ Kalamazoo, 18
Butler 21 DePauw, 29
Butler 31 Wabash, 26
Butler 43 Centre, 25
Butler 35 Franklin, 26
Butler 29 Franklin, 30
Butler 35 Earlham, 18
Butler 24 Wabash, 31
Butler 16 DePauw, 24
Eicihtii-one
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Football Banquet
The second annual footljall banquet was held in the Riley room of the
Claypool Hotel on the evening of November 19, at the close of the second
successful gridiron season under the guidance of Coach Orville Page. Three
hundred loyal Butler students were present. Previous to the banquet the
college band played in the lobby, and announced to the hotel guests the
celebration of Butler's glorious season. Several delightful after dinner
speeches were made. R. F. Davidson, '89, himself a former football captain,
acted as toastmaster and extended a welcome to the assembly and congratu-
lated the team upon its success. President Aley spoke first, using the spirit
of true sportsmanship in athletics as his subject. Miss Ilene Harryman, for
the student body, spoke next upon the status of Butler athletics, past and
present. Hilton U. Brown followed with a tribute to both Coach Page and
the team, emphasizing the fine spirit that was manifested throughout the
season. Short speeches were made by Phil Brown, Alva Graham, William
McClaflin, Gerald Woods and Captain William Kiser, as members of the
1921 football squad. As the final speaker Coach Page made a plea for better
school spirit at Butler. Following the banquet the college orchestra pro-
vided music for a football dance.
Eighiy-tiro
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The Student Volunteer Band
REX HOPPER President
MARY ELIZABETH HOWARD Secretary
The Student Volunteer group is composed of those students who have
selected foreign missionary service as their life work. The group is a part of
the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, which is a move-
ment made up of students of the United States and Canada. There are
twenty-eight Volunteers in Butler this year, the present group representing
the result of the work of three students who formed the organization in 1919.
The Volunteers are
:
Rex D. Hopper
Mary E. Howard
Roger Clarke
Ruth Burt
Almira Davis
Glenn Hoover
Hazel Harker
Virgil Havens
Lyman Hoover
Leda Hughes
Edward Leach
Virginia Maltby
Edith Whittamper
Hubert Moore
Doyle Mullen
Thelma Manly
Katherine Murphy
I\Iary Sue McDonald
Etta Thomas
Raymond Peterson
Helen Palentius
Fred Parr
Mildred Riley
Corinne Stephenson
Basil Stultz
P. D. Snipes
J. H. Walker
Lester Young
Eighty-three
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Top Row—Earl Daniels, Irvin Kerrick, Rex Hopper, Lyman Hoover.
Front Row—Roger Clarke, Walter Bush, Doyle Mullen, Hughes Updegraff.
The Y. M. C. A.
IRVIN KERRICK President
REX HOPPER Vice-President
ROGER CLARKE Secretary
HUGHES UPDEGRAFF Treasurer
The Young Men's Christian Association was represented at the Annual
Officers' Conference at Bloomington by five delegates, at the Lake Geneva
Annual Conference by five delegates and at the State Convention by ten
delegates. The Sherwood Eddy meetings which were followed by the No-
vember Membership Drive focused the attention of the entire student body
on world needs and resulted in pledges aggregating approximately five hun-
dred dollars. Heads of committees are Rex Hopper, general religious meet-
ings; Earl Daniels, weekly meetings; Lyman Hoover, religious study;
Eugene Bushong, Avorld fellowship; Walter Bush, industrial; Claire Ingalls,
Campus; Doyle Mullen, publicity; Hughes Updegraff, finance.
/pag^ ^
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Top Row—Virginia Maltby, Julia Miller, Marjorie Hendren, Florence Hoover.
Front Row—Ilene Harryman, Marie George, Laurel Cissna, Mildred Goff, Mary Crew.
The Y. W. C. A.
LAUREL CISSNA President
FLORENCE HOOVER Vice-President
MARY CREW Secretary
VIRGINIA MALTBY Treasurer
The Young Women's Christian Association is the largest organization of
the college, having a membership of three hundred and fifty girls. Besides
the regular activities, there is carried on social service work, hospital work,
extensive student industrial co-operation and many other interesting activi-
ties. Much of the success of the organization this year has been due to the
Advisory Board which consists of Mrs. W. J. Putman, Mrs. H. M. Gelston,
Mrs. G. H. Shaddinger, and Miss Talitha Gerlach. The cabinet is made up of
Marjorie Hendren. Mary Payne. Calista Stephenson, Mildred Goff, Ilene Har-
ryman, ]\Iary Elizabeth Howard, Julia ^filler and Marie George.
Eighty-five
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The Sandwich Club
REX HOPPER President
NEIL BAXTER Vice-President
DOYLE MULLEN Secretary
DANA RICHARDSON Treasurer
1 iie Sandwich Club is an organization of men of both Butler College and
the College of Missions, who are committed to some form of definite Christian
service. The club meets bi-weekly and the meetings are always preceded by
a luncheon. The roster of the club for 1921-22 includes the names of thirty-
two men, twenty-three of whom are serving churches in the State. The mem-
bers of the club are firm in their belief that people have a just right in de-
manding a higher type of ministry, and they meet together that they may
better equip themselves for the work they have at hand. The members are
:
T. J. Bennett Irvin Kerrick Lester Young
AValter Bush Richard Lentz C. A. Barnett
Eugene Bushong Hubert Moore Ra}-mond Peterson
Roger Clarke Basil Stultz Wayne Braden
M. G. Carver P. D. Snipes W. G. Davis
Earl Daniels A. C. Spellman John S. Kato
Max Fisch FFale Overstreet Rex Hopper
Lyman Hoover M. McAllister Neil Baxter
Virgil Havens T- H. Walker Doyle Mullen
Owen Holsomback William Wittkaniper Dana Richardson
^ m^ ^
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POTENTATES
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Phi Delta Theta
Colors—Azure and Argent Flower—White Carnation
Founded, 1848 at Miami University, Ohio
Gamma Chartered at Butler, 1859
FRANK OSBORN President
First Rozo
Howard Bates
Harold LeFeber
Walter Shirley
Philip Brown
Holton Bull
Second Ro7v
Waldon ]\[iddIesworth
William Kurtz
Donald Kennedy
Garret Bates
Cassatt Martz
Alonzo Shockley
Third Ro7u
George Schumacher
Henry Goett
Truman Felt
Eugene Colway
AVilliam Schumacher
Harold Kealing
Fourth Row
Rollin Davis
Marion Mercer
Walter Bush
David Dunlap
Frank Osi3orn
Scot Ham
Fifth Row
Frank Mavity
Harold Hungate
Paul Habbe
Donald Burge
Emil Harmeson
Joseph ]\Ioore
Si.vth Row
Richard Strickland
Paul Brown
Neil Carter
Gerald Woods
David Konold
Eighty-nine
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Sigma Chi
Colors—Blue and Gold F Ioiver—White Kose
Founded, Oxford, 1865
FRANCIS ELMENDORF President
First Row
Glenn Keach
Robert Blessing
James Gloin
Paul Spohr
Charles Mcllvaine
Third Rozv
Hughes Updegraff
Albert Thomas
Francis Elmendorf
Frank Trost
Arthur I'lack
Second Rozv
Warren Grafton
William Gaddis
Lyman Hoover
Edward Campbell
Robert Cooper
Fourth Row
Louis Hensley
James Tipton
Paul Reeves
Jerome Bash
Ho^^ard Howe
Fifth Row
James Carpenter
Howard LTnderwood
Charles Wylie
Harold Geisel
Norman Thaxer
Ninettj-one
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Delta Tau Delta
Colors—Purple, White and Gold Flozcer—Pansy
Founded 1859, at P>ethany College. Virginia
DALE R. HODGES President
First Rozv
Truman Short
Charles Dailey
Russell Richardson
Richard Hall
Lawrence Hawkins
Second Row
Ross Stacy
Dwight Kiser
Emil Cassady
Alva Graham
Robert Hall
Third Rozv
Ward LaRue
Paul Hill
Wendell Brown
Thomas Brown
Mavirice "Mackey
Dale Pledges
Fourth Row
William Kiser
Myrl Rotroff
Philip Spong
John Conley
Dumont Ranstead
John Leslie
Fifth Rozt>
Daniel McKinney
Harvey Schoemaker
Roy Schoen
Sylvester Southard
Russell Dawson
Sixth Rozv
William Pearcy
George Cottrell
William Hanley
Orville Hooker
Mavfield Kavlor
Ninety-three
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Colors—Purple, Green and Gold Flozver—Violet
Founded, Boston Universit_y, 191
1
RUSSELL DEAN President
First R01C
Glen Duttenha\-er
Kenneth McKinney
Russell Dean
Lowell Sparks
Charles Schaffer
Third Rozo
Lyman Rhoades
Jackson A¥ales
Eural Byfield
Arthur ^ladison
William O'Daniel
Paul McNorton
Second Ro%v
Alfred Rosenstihl
Hite Yakey
Lawrence Sparks
Henry Gipson
Reuben Orner
Charles Porter
Fourth Roi^<
Gilbert Colyer
Gaylord Stewart
Harry Duttenhaver
Frank Hartwell
Oscar Ries
IMartin McCracken
Fifth Rou'
Fleming Smith
Joseph Schwome3'er
Jewell Dean
Wilbur Curry
Paul Finney
Niuefy-fire
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The Butler Association
Colors—Navy Blue and White Floiver—Lily of the Valley
Founded June 19. IQ19
VICTOR TWITTY [ President
First Row
Lloyd Underwood
Herman Kuntz
Second Row
Lester Young
George Goodnight
Rowland Jones
Milton Kurzrok
Third Rozu
Paul Jones
Ralph Beabout
Roger Clarke
Fourth Rozv
Hubert Moore
Victor Twitty
Leo Kurzrok
Ninety-seven
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Kappa Sigma Phi
Colors—Black and Gold Flozver—Chrysanthemum
Organized October 21, 1920
CHARLES MORGAN President
First Row
Paul Robertson
Harmon Snoke
Second Rozu
Laurence Morris
Charles Morgan
Harold Stewart
Lester Park
Third Rozu
Arthur Krause
Fred Jaehne
Thomas Rogers
Fourth Rozu
Clifford Patton
Rilus Doolittle
Hugh Kivitt
Ninety-nine
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Trestle Board Fraternity
Established at Butler September, 1921
LOWELL PRUrrT President
First Roxv Second Roz^
Forrest Cain Clyde Beem
Lowell Pruitt Marvin Lain
Percy Lain Earl Beckner
Third Rozv
Robert McConnell
Melvin Pohlkotts
Irvin Kerrick
One Hundred and One
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Kappa Kappa Gamma
Colors—Light and Dark Blue Flower—Fleur-de-lis
Founded at Munmouth. 1870
SARAH HUNTER President
First Rozi'
Frela Jones
Fredericka Pinnell
Helen Brattain
Frances Britbeck
Catherine Unde.wood
Elizabeth Kolmer
Second Rozv
Ilene Harryman
Catherine Phillips
Gwendolyn Dorey
Louise Strickland
Katherine Belzer
Sarah Himter
Third Row
Elizabeth Matthews
Mary Louise Wright
Katherine Lennox
Dorothea Varntz
Josephine Lewis
Elizabeth Helm
Dorothy Day
Fourth Rozc
Marjorie Hendren
Genevieve Adams
Josephine Brown
Mildred Stockdale
June Ham
Harriet Kistner
Dorothy Rinehart
Fifth Rozv
Pauline Thomas
Florence Lupton
Calista Stephenson
Meta Morris
Martha Montgomery
Elizabeth DeHass
Ruth Bales
Si-vth Rozi!
Grace Harding
Dorothy Black
Lola Dunn
Marjorie Rutherford
Elsa Brandt
Nellie Brewer
Sez'ciith Rozv
Pauline Shumack
Mildred Stilz
A^irginia Davis
Dorothy Watkins
Rachel Campbell
Louise Harris
One Hundred and Three
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One Hundred and Four
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Kappa Alpha Theta
Colors—Black and Gold Flo'd cr—Black and Gold Pans}'
Founded. DePaiiw University, 1870
ALICE EDNA WALSH President
First Rozv
Gladys Sudbrock
Anne Moorhead
Mary Elizabeth Sutherland
Lida Lochhead
Helen Belle McLean
Mar}' Bear
Second Rozv
Helen Kinnard
Lois Wishard
Irene Seuel
Virginia Moorhead
Mary Patia Carver
Betty Brubaker
Florence Hoover
Third Rozv
Ruth Fromm
Katherine Reider
Dorothy Wright
Pauline Holmes
Dorothea Reissner
Mildred Brosnan
Grace Hackleman
Sez'ciith Rozv
Mary Elizabeth Howard
Margaret Wolford
Helen Meyers
Jessie Brown
Martha Merritt
Ruth McKinzie
Fourth Rozv
Margaret Higbee
Alice Edna Walsh
Mary Anne Miller
Virginia Barney
Elsie Reider
Velma Gentry
Mar}- Louise Mann
Fifth Rozv
Martha Lucas
Esther Duckwall
Lela Burton Kercheval
Leora Floyd
Helen Spahr
Virginia Reyer
Rosalie Baker
Sixth Rozv
Edith Fitzgerald
Lucile Hodges
Mary Evelyn Riley
Anna C. Gardner
Mildred Benton
Blythe Burkhardt
One Hundred and Five
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Pi Beta Phi
Colors—Wine and Silver Blue Fknver—Wine Carnation
Founded, Monmouth College, 1867
CHARLOTTE COMSTOCK President
First Row
Maurine Jaquith
LaVonne Larison
Margaret Kellenbach
Janet Dean
Virginia Armstrong
Helen Ciandall
Second Rotv
Marion Bobb
Geneva Hungate
Marie George
Joanna Holmes .
Mildred AVinship
Laurel Cissna
Third Ro7c
Katherine Quig
Irene Kurman
Florence Stanley
Myldred Teague
Margaret Hecker
Edna Hunt
Poiirfli Ro-zc
Mildred Jaquith
Maria Daugherty
Marjorie Parrish
Charlotte Comstock
Louise Rich
Alice Cobb
Fifth Rozv
Fleeta Heinz
Lucille Tyner
Lillian Painter
Margaret Schooner
Madeline Byrket
Donna McComas
Sixth Roii'
Rebecca Daugherty
Caroline Dunn
Marion Saylor
Ruth Craig
Margaret McCain
Dorothy Rhoades
One Hundred and Seven
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Delta Delta Delta
Co/orj—Silver, Gold and Blue F/ozwr—Pans\
Founded, Boston University, 1888
AGNES PADOU President
First Rozv
Gertrude Polen
Clarice Headrick
Mildred Foxworthy
Agnes Padou
Pauline Yeagley
Second Ro-w
Virginia Dunkle
Dorothy White
Miriam A¥eir
Mildred Goff
Josephine Lapham
Third Rozv
Susanne Goepper
Lillian Martin
Louise Padou
Eloise Hamilton
Elizabeth Harris
Ruth Schuler
Fourth Rozi'
Mary Katherine Wise
Magdelene Arbuckle
Mary Watson
Elizabeth Foxworthy
Helen Hoover
Fifth Rozv
Lucile Baker
Erma Tevis
LaVerne Bishop
Mary Mendenhall
Josephine Osborne
Sixth Rozv
Glen Hoover
Gwendolyn Paul
Valeria Wildason
Vivian Allison
Margaret Weir
07ie Hundred and Nine
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Zeta Tau Alpha
Colors—Turquois Blue and Silver Gray Floiver—White Violet
Founded, 1898, Virginia State Normal
GLADYS McKELVEY President
First Rotv
Margaret Heller
Jessie Haywood
Margaret Newton
Naomi Haworth
Ellen Ocker
Second Rozv
Mavis Heagy
Alice Crozier
Charlotte King
Susie Harmon
Julia Miller
Dorothea AVolfe
Third Roz.'
Margaret Kluger
Eleanor King
Leda Mae Hughes
Louise Duncan
Marie Moon
Tanet Hill
Fourth Rozu
Marjorie Wrentmore
Josephine Danforth
Helen Bedell
Elizabeth Davy
Jeannetta Nunamaker
Goldie Dolores Hill
Fifth Ro-a'
Gladys ^IcKelvey
Estle Fisk
May Schaefer
Pauline Ingalls
Glad\s Bruce
One Hundred and Eleven
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Delta Pi Omega
Colors—Yellow and White Flower—English Daisy
Founded April 9, 1912, Butler College
BEATRICE MANIFOLD President
First Row
Dorothy Fellows
Gladys Graves
Elizabeth Carlisle
Martha Barber
Third Rozv
Mary Bainum
Beatrice Manifold
Mildred Ross
Helen Bills
Second Rozv
Katharine Murphy
Lenore Spencer
Sylveen Storch
Marguerite Werner
Fourth Row
Eleanor Austin
Jean Patterson
Laura Lisher
Helen Walsh
Fifth Rozv
LaVerne Ridlen
Adelaide Gastineau
Marian Milton
Dorothv Hiatt
One Hundred and Thirteen
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Top Row—Agnes Padou, Lucille Hodges, Genevieve Adams.
Middle Row—LaVerne Ridlen, Adelaide Gastineau, Gladys McKelvey, Gladys Bruce.
Front Row—LaVonne Larrison, Eloise Hamilton, Virginia Moorhead, Charlotte Corn-
stock, Sarah Hunter.
Women's Panhellenic
VIRGINIA MOORHEAD President
ELOISE HAMILTON Secretary-Treasurer
The Woinen's Panhellenic is made up of two representatives from each
of the active chapters of the women's fraternities. Regular meetings are
held the first Tuesday of each month and at least one open meeting is held
during the year, at which the attendance of every college fraternity woman is
required. Such subjects as health, education, vocations, reports to each fra-
ternity of its national work, and the contribution of Panhellenic to the college
in maintaining high social and scholastic standards are discussed by well
informed speakers. During the fall of 1921 the Indianapolis Panhellenic
Association acted as hostess for the annual meeting of the National Panhel-
lenic Congress. The organizations represented are Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Pi Beta Chi, Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Delta Delta, Zeta Tau Alpha and
Delta Pi Omega.
One Hundred and Fourteen
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Top Row—Daniel McKinney, Howard Bates. Glen Keach, Prank Osborn.
Front Row—Henry Gipson, Lyman Hoover. Wendell Brown.
The Interfraternity Council
The Interfraternity Council is composed of two representatives from each
of the four national men's fraternities on the campus. The Council is the
outgrowth of a long continued feeling that some means of co-operation
between the fraternities was needed. The organization assumed its present
form during the school j^ear of 1920-21 and during that vear took steps to
regulate pledging and to set a high standard of scholarship. During that
time an interfraternity basketball and baseball series was promoted and
managed under the council's direction.
Upon the opening of college for the present vear, the Council launched
plans for a greater interfraternity athletic program and pledged its support
m advancing the cause of a "greater Butler." The interfraternity basketball
series was played under the direction of Glenn Keach who outlined and man-
aged the series. The interfraternity games have done much to arouse a keen
interest in intra-mural competition at Butler.
The four national fraternities having representatives in the council are
Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Chi, Delta Tau Delta and Lambda Chi Alpha.
One Hundred and Fifteen
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Top Row—Bash, Tipton, Gloin (Manager), Blessing.
Front Row—Keach, Updegraff, Geisel, Hensley.
Interfraternity Basketball
Much interest was evidenced in the games played in the inter-fraternity bas-
ketball leag-ue. Six teams played every Wednesday evening in the college gym-
nasium. During the first contests it appeared that the title would rest between
the Kappa Sigma Phis and the Phi Delts, but with an extra burst of speed the five
representing Sigma Chi put over several well earned victories, resulting in their
winning the championship. Perhaps the best game of the series was the one in
which the Sigs triumphed over their closest rivals, the Phi Delts, 24-20. After
the winning team comes the Phi Delts, Kappa Sigs, Lambda Chis, B. A.'s and
Delts in order named.
As the Dyer Trophy was lost to competition last year when it was stolen from
the Delta Tau house, a new and much larger cup was awarded to the champion
Sig team. Though varsity men were barred from participation in the league,
many promising men were uncovered. Robert Keach, Burge, Patton, Short and
Strain were some of those who played fine. The management of the schedule
was handled by Glenn Keach, while the financial end was taken care of by
Howard Bates.
One Hundred and Sixteen
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JOURNALISM
For the first time we have this semester at Butler the nucleus for a de-
partment of Journalism. The interest and enthusiasm shown by the class,
the majority of whom are doing each day, practical work on Indianapolis
papers, indicate that there will be a strong demand for the establishment of
such a department next year at Butler College.
Proper preparation for journalism is a broad college course with a
preponderance of English, History, Economics, and Political Science. We
have at Butler splendid departments in all of these from which to select
journalism requirements. Why may not a Journalism course leading to a
degree of Bachelor of Literature be planned and offered without additional
expense to the institution?
In addition to the composition work possible to obtain at Butler, we
have unusual opportunity for providing training in actual technique and prac-
tice in newspaper writing through co-operation with Indianapolis papers.
Such co-operation is already established and needs only to be recognized,
accredited and encouraged. The Pulitzer School of Journalism at Columbus
and the Medill School at Northwestern have demonstrated what an advantage
the co-operation with a city's newspapers furnishes in providing definite
practical training, in allowing access to their plants, and in making possible
lectures by able newspaper men.
In addition to such a course of lectures on the different branches of
newswriting in which newspaper men are interested, a current events course
could be arranged utilizing members of the faculty and prominent business
men and club women of Indianapolis.
In the Collegian we have another ready-to-hand advantage. Work done
systematically and under supervision on the college paper could easily be
made a practical part of the Journalism course, with credit allowed toward a
degree. Or better still, a self supporting daily news sheet could be established
under the supervision of the department.
Newspapers are today read more than anything else. Colleges must
keep pace with the times and train writers who are able adequately to meet
the demand. "Newspaper English" can not remain a term of reproach when
every college in the country is including it in its curriculum courses in news
writing.
';(e Hundred and Seventeen
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Executives
TRUMAN T. FELT Editor-in-Chief
JOHN H. HEINEY AND RACHEL CAMPBELL
Associate Editors
WALTER L. SHIRLEY Business Manager
Staff
LYMAN HOOVER Correspondent
MABEL HANNINGER Correspondent
MARIE GEORGE Correspondent
FRANCIS ELMENDORF Correspondent
JAMES GLOIN Correspondent
MARGARIE WRENTMORE Reporter
CASSATT MARTZ Reporter
MIRIAM WEIR Reporter
DOROTHY BLACK Reporter
WILLIAM GADDIS Reporter
MILDRED STRODE Reporter
PAULE HABBE Reporter
NORMAN THAYER Reporter
FRANK TROST Reporter
EDNA HATFIELD Reporter
HAROLD L STEWART Cartoonist
EMIL CASSADY Cartoonist
H. H. BATES Assistant Manager
DWIGHT KISER Circulation Manager
One Hundred and Nineteen
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Executives
WENDELL L BROWX Editor-in-Chief
JOFIN HEINEY Associate Editor
HAROLD L STEWART : Art Editor
DAVID DUNLAP Business Manager
DOROTHY BLACK Junior Editor
Staff
DANIEL McKINNEY Advertising
PAUL ISKE Art
RUSSELL BERG Art
MARGARET KELLENBACH Fraternities
ELIZABETH MATTHEWS Organizations
SARAH HUNTER Senior Representative
WILLIAM GADDIS Sophomore Representative
PAUL HABBE Freshman Representative
KENNETH MOORE Photographer
LAUREL CISSNA Debating
DALE R. HODGES Athletics
FRANCIS ELMENDORF Dramatics
JAMES GLOIN Joke Editor
THOMAS BATCHELOR Humor
JOSEPHINE BROWN Humor
HOWARD BATES Circulation
GARRETT OLDS Law
MARY G. PAYNE Religious Activities
ELOISE HAMILTON Calendar
PAUL BROWN Humor
DONALD KENNEDY Juniors
One Hundred and Twenty-one
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Writer's Club
The Writers' Club is composed of members of two classes in advanced
composition, one in Short Story and Play Writing, and the other in Poetics.
Regular meetings are held once a month. A section of the club has charge
of each meeting and arranges two events—a speaker from outside the college
and a piece of work by a member of the club. The purpose of the club is to
furnish inspiration through meeting writers of practical accomplishment, and
enjoyment of class talent and to promote good fellowship on enjoyment of
similar taste for writing. The official organ of the club is to be the Brief
Bag although the policy will be not to publish it until the club can place the
paper on a solid financial basis. It will contain the best stories, plaj^s and
poems of the two classes. The members are
:
Thomas Batchelor
Angeline Bates
Irma Dykes
Marion ]\Iercer
Roy Schoen
Myldred Teague
Albert Thomas
Helen Walsh
Max Fisch
Mildred Hamilton
Anne Moorhead
Lois Robinson
Elsie Underwood
Mary Anne Miller
Lawrence Hawkins
George W. West
Eural Byfield
John H. Heinev
Prof. Evelyn Butler Ass't. Prof. Alice T. Bidwell
One Hundred and Twenty-iivo
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The Press Club
TRUMAN T. FELT President
JOHN H. HEINEY Vice-President
RACHEL CAMPBELL Secretary
WILLIAM GADDIS Treasurer
The Press Club is an organization maintained for the purpose of assist-
ing students of journalism in the various phases of newspaper production.
It serves in bringing together the reportorial staff of the Collegian and other
students interested in journalism for joint instruction in writing and news
style. Practical information is given in regard to writing for the Collegian
and corrections in copy submitted by student reporters are made, that these
students may recognize and overcome their mistakes. News writing, feature
writing, headline writing, makeup and the work of the reporter are subjects
discussed throughout the year.
It is the endeavor of the Press Club to stimulate interest in newspaper
work ainong the members of the student body, and to bring out for this
activity, those students who have ability and those who are eager to learn.
To those who have never had experience the club acts as a practical teacher.
It works toward the production of a better school paper.
One Hundred and Twenty-three
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Dramatic Club
HOWARD HOWE President
AGNES PADOU Vice-President
FLORENCE LUPTON Secretary
JAMES GLOIN Business Manager
The Dramatic Club is an organization of students who have a serious
interest in the various phases of dramatic activities. The purpose of the club
is to promote interest in manuscript work, musical comedy production, and
play management. Try-outs are held each semester and those students wish-
ing entrance to the club must have their dramatic ability judged by a com-
mittee composed of members chosen from the organization and members of
the college faculty. Plays of a good character and high standard have always
been presented.
On the evening of February twenty-first. "Lady Windemere's Fan" was
presented at the Murat theatre. The cast was composed of twenty-five mem-
bers and the production was a marked success.
On the afternoon of March twenty-sixth a vaudeville show was given in
the college chapel. The bill was composed of six acts and was well received
and attended.
"Her Husband's Wife", a three-act comedy by A. E. Thomas is to be the
next production of the Dramatic Club. It is a farce comedy with a small cast.
At the tryouts held during the second semester, twenty-seven new mem-
bers were chosen. Those taking part in the vaudeville who are not members
of the club were invited into the organization. Butler College is well situated
for a large dramatic department and the growth of the Dramatic Department
in the last four years shows that students are taking an interest in buildino-
up the department.
Oyie Hundred and Twenty-five
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"Lady Windemere's Fan"
"Lady Windemere's Fan" was the first down town production of the year.
It is a four act comedy drama b}' Oscar Wilde. Professor R. A. Tallcott, of
the pulilic speaking and dramatic department, coached the play.
THE CAST
Lord Windemere Francis L. Elmendorf
Lord Darlington Howard Howe
Lord Augustus Lorton "Wendell Brown
Mr. Cecil Graham William Gaddis
Mr. Dumby Fred Schultz
Mr. Hopper Ross Stacy
Parker (Butler) Jack Harrington
Sir James Royson Jackson Wales
Guy Berkeley Wallace West
Mr. Rufford Ralph Broeking
Lord Paisley George Cottrell
Mr. Arthur Bowdon Kenneth Moore
Sir Hubert Wharton Scott Ham
Lady Windemere Helen Brattain
Duchess of Berwick Irma Dykes
Lady Agatha Carlisle Catherine Phillips
Lady Plymdale Helen Walsh
Lady Jedburgh Lucille Reeves
Lady Stutfield Agnes Padou
Mrs. Cowper-Cowper Mary Anne Miller
Mrs. Erlynne Ruth Phythian
Rosalie Helen Smalley
Lady Paisley Louise Padou
Lady Wharton Mildred Stilz
Miss Graham Elizabeth Foxworthy
Mrs. Arthur Bowden Helen Smalley
One Hundred and Twenty-six
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ROLLO H. TALLCOTT
Rollo H. Tallcott, Professor of Public
Speaking and Debating, is an exceptional
addition to Butler's faculty. He received
the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Mas-
ter of Arts from Syracuse University, and
has studied at private schools in Chicago,
Pittsburg, New York and Boston. He
taught four years at Hiram College, four
summer schools at Syracuse, and one
summer school at Columbia, and eight
years at Valparaiso. At present he is
teaching at the College of Music and Fine
Arts, at Earlham, and at Butler. He has
staged the Girls' Glee Club production
and coached all the debating teams. His
sincere interest in all of Butler's projects
has done much toward Butler's success
in activity work.
The Butler local oratorical contest was
held in the college chapel December 20,
1921. The contestants were Ruth Craig,
Bessie Franklin, William O'Daniel, Law-
rence Hawkins and Earl Daniels. The
judges awarded first place to Earl Dan-
iels, and second place to Lawrence Haw-
kins. The prizes were ten and twenty
dollars.
In the State Oratorical Contest which
was held at Earlham College February
24, representatives from Wabash, North
Manchester, Earlham, Notre Dame, But-
ler, and Franklin took part, Earl Daniels
represented Butler with his oration en-
titled, "Training for Efficient Leader-
ship." Wabash was awarded first place,
Earlham second, and Butler third.
EARL DANIELS
One Hundred and Twenty-seven
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Top Row—Helen Walsh, Helen Hufflne, Thelma Cline.
Front Row—Ruth Craig, Ruth Bales, Dema Kennedy.
Girls' Debating
The girls' debating teams were handicapped this j'ear in that all tne
experienced college debaters were lost by graduation or by leaving Butler.
An interest was created, however, by Professor Tallcott who managed to
choose from an inexperienced squad of debaters very capable material. The
girls winning places on the affirmative team were: Ruth Craig, Thelma Cline,
and Dema Kennedy. Those representing Butler on the negative were; Helen
Walsh, Ruth Bales and Helen Huffine.
On April 21, the affirmative met the Franklin negative team at Franklin
and made a very creditable showing. On the same night the Butler negative
team met the Albion affirmative at Butler. Although both teams were de-
feated the outlook for next year in girls' del)ating is good as what was raw
material will be experienced debaters in next year's contests.
One Hundred and Ttreniy-eight
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Top Row—Devere McGinnis, Harold Kealing, Truman Felt, Edward McGovran.
Front Row—David Dunlap, Howard Bates, Garrett Bates.
Men's Debating
Under the leadership and coaching of Professor Tallcott, the debating
this year has been a success in spirit although not in decisions. The ques-
tion in all debates held this season was : Resolved that the principle of closed
shop is justifiable. The teams were : Affirmative : Edward McGavran, Gar-
rett Bates and Truman Felt. Negative : Howard Bates, David Dunlap and
Harold Kealing.
Three debates were scheduled for this year. Butler affirmatives met In-
diana University negative at Butler, March 3. On the same night, Butler
negative met Franklin College affirmative at Franklin. In both debates the
decisions were in favor of Butler's opponents.
On March 17, Butler affirmative met North Manchester negative at
North Manchester, and Butler negative met DePauw at home. Again the
decisions were against Butler.
The final debate of the season was scheduled with Occidental College of
California, at Butler. Due to the fact that only a few days before the debate.
Professor Tallcott discovered a change in question as considered by Occi-
dental, the debate was cancelled.
Too much cannot be said in way of commendation of the work done by
Professor Tallcott and appreciation of the effort put forth by Butler's
debaters.
ibi.
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Top Row—David Dunlap, Howard Bates, Edward McGavran.
Front Row—Harold Kealing, Lyman Hoover, Wendell Brown.
Tau Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Alpha was organized at Butler in 1908. While it was founded
by Indiana College men it had its origin at Butler College. The national
headquarters of the fraternity are located in Indianapolis. At the present
time the fraternity maintains chapters in forty-eight colleges and universities
in the United States. The honor of belonging to Tau Kappa Alpha is given
to those who have won laurels for the college in inter-collegiate oratory and
debate. Its purpose is to encourage among the college men of the country
sincere oratory and effective public speaking. Mr. William Hecker is the
national secretary and one of the charter members. The active members of
the local chapter are: Russel I. Richardson, David Dunlap, Howard Bates,
Walter Shirley, Lyman Hoover, Harold Kealing, Edward McGavran and
Wendell Brown.
Onf Hundred and TJuiii/
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Left to Right—Martha Montgomery, Agnes Padou, Ilene Harryman, Helen Mc-
Pheeters, Margaret Cook.
Delta Phi
ILENE HARRYMAN President
MARTHA MONTGOMERY Vice-President
MARGARET COOK Secretary
HELEN McPHEETERS Treasurer
Gamma Chapter of Delta Phi was installed in June, 1921, with eight
charter members. Delta Phi is the only national honorary girls' debating
society, its purpose being to maintain a high standard in women's debating.
Each candidate for membership must have participated in two intercollegiate
debates doing a creditable grade of work. Women's debating is new at But-
ler and it is thought that Delta Phi will assist in placing this activity on a
higher plane. Mary Hangar, now at Illinois University, is active in debate
work there, and Bessie Miller is attending Chicago LTniversity where she
placed secondly on the debate team.
One Hundred and Thirty-one
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The French Club
GLEN KEACH President
MIRIAM WEIR Vice-President
VIRGINIA HOSMER Secretary-Treasurer
The French Club which now numbers some eighty members, is a depart-
mental organization which was formed November, 1921, under the sponsor-
ship of Prof. Ratti, head of the Romance language department. Meetings
are held every two weeks. A program and informal social hour fittingly
adapted for French study is given. The purpose of the club is to allow
French students to become better acquainted with various phases of the
language and to study the French people and their customs. It endeavors to
give a more personal touch to the literature of the French in order to assist
class work. Students not in the French department are welcome at the meet-
ings.
One Hundred anel Thirtij-fhree
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Philokurian Literary Society
First Semester
George Goodnight President
Agnes Padou Vice-President
Mary Payne Secretary
Edward McGavran Treasurer
Second Semester
Howard Bates President
Ilene Harryman Vice-President
Janet Dean Secretary
Kenneth Moore Treasurer
The Philokurian Literary Society was organized in 1871. At that time
ministerial students were the only ones eligible for membership but later
women also were admitted. Philo is the oldest organization on the campus
and its purpose is to promote the literary ideals of the student members.
George Goodnight
Howard Howe
Mary Payne
Myldred Teague
Frela May Jones
Walter Bush
Kenneth Moore
Janet Dean
Mary Howard
Wendell Brown
Edward McGavran
Dorothy Smith
Earl Daniels
Florence Hoover
Magdalene Arbuckle
Miriam Weir
Dan McKinney
Horton Bull
Rollin Davis
Stanley Cain
Margaret McCain
Ilene Harrvman
Agnes Padou
Martha Montgomery
Howard Bates
Lucille Piaker
Ruth Bales
Glenn Keach
Fred Schultz
Alarion Mercer
Ralph Snyder
Fleeta Heinz
Mar\- Crew.
One linndrcd and Thlritf-jour
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Biology Club
KATHERIXE BELZER President
EDWARD McGAVRAN Vice-President
MILDRED STILZ Secretary
JACK STREET Treasurer
The Biology Club is one of the oldest campus organizations. Its first
meeting was held October i6, 1913. At that time the following officers were
elected : President. Harry Deitz (now State entomoligist) ; vice-president,
Clifford Handy ; secretary-treasurer, Stanley Sellick (now secretary of the
college).
The purpose of the club is to bring before its members certain problems
which the Biology courses do not have time to cover. This is done by outside
speakers or through papers by club members.
In 1916, a Biology Club scholarship was formed and during that year
sufficient money was raised by exhibits, plays and other entertainments to
send a member of the club to the Marine Biological Laboratory at AVoods
Hole, Massachusetts, for a summer course. The chilj has sent a representative
each succeeding year.
Among the most memorable of the club's activities was the presentation
of the two plays, "Safe in Liberia" and "One Drop More," written by Mary
O'Haver and Jean Brown. These plays have gone down in college history as
two of Butler's most successful productions. They were given for the bene-
fit of the scholarship fund.
With the advent of the Dramatic Club, the Biology Club gave up its
Dramatic efforts and united with the Dramatic Club. This year is the first
time the college has agreed to help in part in sending a student to AVoods
Hole.
One Hundred and Tlurtij-five
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Classical Club
RUTH BALES Consul
KATHLEEN YORK Proconsul
ALICE CARTON Quaestor
PROF. GELSTON Faculty Member
The Classical Club -was organized in 1900 by students of the Latin De-
partment for the purpose of promoting interest in. and increasing knowledge
of Latin culture in its broader aspects. The membership is composed of
students who are studying or have studied Latin and are interested in
Classicism. At the meetings which are held once a month. Roman literature,
customs and institutions are discussed. Latin songs and games furnish en-
tertainment during the social time. In December the club celebrated the
Saturnalia b}^ a party at the home of Professor Gelston, the ancient customs
being observed as closely as possible.
Alice Carton
A. Lois Robinson
Atta Vandivier
Helen Matlock
Mary Kathryn Wise
Roberta Wilson
Elsie Poore
Kathrvn Brown
Thelma Cline
Helen Smalley
Evelyn Carpenter
Elizabeth Martz
Helen Smith
Wilma Harrington
Doroth}' Fellows
Marv E. Sutherland
Leona Knuckles
A'^erna Sutton
Claudia Wyant
Spaulding Pritchett
Janet Dean
T. Cole Watkins
Helen Bidwell
One Hundred and Thiiiy-six
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Phi Delta Phi
MARY PAYNE President
MARIE GEORGE Vice-President
MARY CREW Secretary
RUTH BALES Treasurer
Phi Delta Phi is an organization of fraternity and non-fraternity women,
brought together for mutual benefit by fostering genuine friendships and
consolidating their interests. Its purpose is to bring all the college women
together in fuller sympathy and clearer understanding.
Phi Delta Phi was organized at Butler in June, 1920, as the result of a
need felt to increase democratic feeling. It is a national organization, with
established chapters in many colleges the size of Butler. Members are chos-
en on the basis of their interest and ability with reference to the objects to be
attained.
Two representatives from each women's fraternity on the campus and
four representatives of the unorganized women of Butler compose the pres-
ent chapter roll.
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Top Row—Lyman Hoover, Henry Goett, Rowland Jones. James Gloin.
Middle Row—Dale Hodges, Truman Felt, Wendell Brown.
Front Row—David Dunlap, Paul V. Brown, Francis Elmendorf, Edgar Diederich.
Absent—John Heiney, Glenn Keach, Bill Kiser.
Skulls Club
DALE HODGES President
FRANCIS ELMENDORF Secretary
The Skulls Club is an honorary upperclassmen's society, organized in the
fall of 1920. It was formed for the purpose of supporting Butler in all
branches of endeavor, to act as a promoter of all worthy campus projects and
to form an organized body of men to act as leaders in Butler activities. Coach
Orville Page was the organizer and is now faculty sponsor.
The influence of the organization has been felt in many ways while ful-
filling its purposes, having brought about original and helpful movements
during the past year and having been the source of leadership for many
campus activities. The pledges for next year are : John Leslie, Howard
Bates, Harold Stewart, Wally Middlesworth, William Gaddis and William
Pearcv.
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Top Row—Prances Brubeck, Florence Hoover, Laurel Cissna, Elizabeth Matthews,
Helen Brattain, Elolse Hamilton.
Front Row—Lucile Hodges, Virginia Moorhead, Lillian Painter, Agnes Padou, Mar-
garet Kellenbach.
Scarlet Quill
LILLIAN PAINTER President
VIRGINIA MOORHEAD Secretary
AGNES PADOU Treasurer
Scarlet Qnill was organized in October of 1 921. It is composed of twelve
women from the Jtinior and Senior classes who are qualified for membership
because of their interest and participation in collegiate activities along with
a comparatively high grade of scholarship. This year there are three Seniors
and nine Juniors who wear the black felt hats adorned with the jaunty scarlet
quill. The organization has undertaken, at the request of the Dean of Women,
to catalogue all of the women students according to their college activities.
The Scarlet Quills opened the Senior activities with a banquet May 5,
for the class of 1922. Corinne Welling is faculty sponsor.
One Hundred and Thirty-nine
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Top Row—Harry Duttenhaver, Roy Schoen.
Middle Row—Al Thomas, Robert Hall, Don Burge, Jack Hodgin.
Front Row—Daniel McKinney, Harold Hungate, Paul Spohr.
Sphinx Club
DANIEL McKINNEY President
HAROLD HUNGATE Secretary
The Sphinx Chil3 was organized in the fall of 1921. It is an tipperclass-
men's society, organized for the purpose of cultivating friendship among its
members, the accjuirement individually of a high degree of mental culture
and the attainment personally of a high standard of morality. It aims to
boost all college activities and to establish a closer fellowship among stud-
ents. It is sponsored by Prof. H. W. Gelston who is also general advisor.
Sphinx has adopted the colors black and white. Their insignia is a white cap
with a black button.
One Hundred and Forty
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Top Row—Rollin Davis, Kenneth Moore. Philip Spong, Ross Stacy-
Front Row—Eloise Hamilton. Rosalee Baker, Frela May Jones, Mildred Poxworthy.
camera Club
PHILIP SPONG President
FRELA MAY JONES Secretary-Treasurer
The Camera Club was organized at Butler this year by the Drift man-
agement under the direction of Kenneth Moore. The object of the club is to
study, in a co-operative and practical manner, the art and science of pho-
tography; to furnish appropriate pictures for any school activity worthy of
the name of Butler College; to record and file all pictures pertaining to school
activities and to promote a high social relationship between its members.
Members are chosen from those who signify their desire to become members.
Tryouts are held for membership which consist in the applicant submitting
ten prints and their negatives of pictures of various subjects which are
chosen, taken, and developed by the applicant.
The college has long needed an organization which would keep a pictorial
record of the college events and the Camera Cltib has succeeded in that
purpose this year. Many hikes have been enjoyed by its members.
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Top Row—John Walker, Earl Beckner, Lyman Hoover, Thelburn Engle, Lawrence
Hawkins.
Middle Row—Helen McPheeters, Percy Snipes, Virginia Moorhead, Emil Cassady,
Helen Daeppers.
Front Row—Agnes Padou, Kathleen York, Julia Miller.
Phi Kappa Phi
LYMAN HOOVER President
AGNES PADOU Vice-President
VIRGINIA MOORHEAD Secretary
EMIL CASSADY Treastirer
The chapter of Phi Kappa Phi was officially installed at Butler, April
19 of this semester. Phi Kappa Phi was petitioned by the local chapter of
Zeta Sigma, which was organized last semester. The fraternity is honorary.
The members are chosen according to their scholastic standing. At the
initiation. Prof. L. H. Pammel, of Iowa State College, National Secretary-
General of the fraternity, had charge of the ceremony. On April 19 a ban-
quet was given in honor of the new chapter at the Claypool Hotel. Prof.
H. L. Bruner acted as toast master. A number of short talks followed the
banquet. President Aley, and other members of the faculty, were influential
in obtaining the local chapter.
A national scholastic fraternity has long been needed at Butler, and it
is a high honor as well as an advantage that an organization such as Phi
Kappa Phi should be willing to grant a chapter to Butler. The total mem-
bership of the Butler chapter is forty-four. The complete list of seniors
elected to the fraternity are: John H. Walker, Agnes J. Padou, Helen Cramer,
Lawrence F. Hawkins, Helen A. McPheeters, Hazel Harker. Charles R.
Parks, Kathleen Dugdale, William W. Grafton, Julia Miller, Rex Hopper,
Thelburn Engle, Lyman Hoover, Neil H. Ba.xter, Emil V. Cassady, Vir-
ginia Moorhead, Katharine Belzer.
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E\-ELYN BUTLER
Adviser at College Residence for Women.
One Hundred and Forty-three
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College Residence
The residence was filled with many new girls this year but by going
through freshman initiation they soon acquired the spirit of the "dorm."
There were many events to make the year a success, but none were en-
joyed more than the Christmas party given just before vacation. At this
time a play was given in which it was necessary to have many grotesque
costumes, and the dorm and neighborhood were ransacked for suitable rega-
lia. The result may be seen by the picture on the opposite page.
At the beginning of the second semester "Fun Nights" were begun at the
dorm. On February 24 the girls at Juanita Ragdale's table came straggling
to dinner as the honored Mr. and Mrs. Brown and family. After the Browns
had finished their repast old time games were played. Due to the success
of the first Fun Night, the following Friday Mary Kathryn Wise's table came
to dinner as advertisements. Mildred Goff's table appeared the next "Fun
Night" as Widow Sniggle and her eight accomplished daughters, among
whom was a spouter of Tennyson and a giggly, over-grown baby. Miss But-
ler's table took over St. Patrick's Friday night party. Shamrocks were much
in evidence and Irish songs were sung between courses. The last event of
the year was a Kid Party, at which time many old dresses were resurrected.
The girls at the dorm have agreed that this year is the best that they
have spent and that future years will be brighter for the memory of it.
One Hundred and Forty-four
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"The Batchelor's Dream"
A short play. "The Batchelor"s Dream," written by Garnet Hussey, was
presented at the annual Christmas party at the College Residence. Miss
Hussey read while the play was acted in pantomine by Miss Margaret Burris,
as the Batchelor, and the other girls acting as the sweethearts. The annual
Christmas party was an especially enjoyable occasion this year. Before
dinner was announced, all the girls
were introduced personally to the
guests of honor. President and Mrs.
Aley with Dean and Mrs. Putnam
and Miss Kathryn Graydon. Between
courses at dinner programs of college
songs were rendered, followed later in
the evening by a group of Christmas
carols. Miss Mary Sue McDonald lead-
ing, with Miss Dora Rigdon and Miss
Rebecca Inman accompanying on the
piano and violin. Following the play
]\Iiss Mar}' Bainum in traditional Santa
Claus disguise came rollicking in with
a bulky sack of gifts for everyone. The
evening wound up with a dance and a
serenade added one more to the list
of happy events at the Butler College
Residence.
Onf Hundred and Forty-five
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Girls' Basketball
Following the sorority basketball series, a group of twenty-five girls
were chosen, to be known as the Butler Girls' basketball team. The twelve
best girls were selected as the regular "State" team. Under the direction of
Miss Schulmeyer and Captain Marie George the team creditably played a
schedule including some of the best teams in the State. Monograms were
awarded to Marion Breadheft, Frances Brubeck, Glad^^s Bruce, Patia Carver,
Alice Crozier, Janet Dean, Marie George, Rebecca Inman, Charlotte King,
LaVonne Larrison, Lillian ]\Iartin, Doris Poe, Dorothy Poindexter. iMary
Watson and Mildred AVinship. The schedule was as follows
:
Butler, 4 St. Mary's of the Woods, i6
Butler, 9 State Normal. 41
Butler, 19 \. G. U.. 2-]
Butler, 21 Shortridge, 12
Butler, II Technical, 17
Butler, 22 Y. W. C. A., 24
One Hundred and Forty-six
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Girls' Glee Club
LUCILLE BAKER President
MARY CREW Vice-President
PAULINE FLEECE Secretary-Treasurer
ALMIRA DAVIS Publicity Director
The Girls' Glee Club has been a permanent organization on the campus
for a number of years. But it was not until the fall of 1921 that it was
formally organized. Arnold Spencer of the Indiana College of Music and
Fine Arts was chosen as the director. He is a graduate of Holfschule. The
Glee Club is very fortunate in securing a man of such abiIit3^ In the second
week of October, tryouts were held and about fifty members were chosen
out of one hundred forty-nine candidates.
On May 8th the glee club presented a clever French operetta, "The
Drum Major," by Maude Elizabeth Inch and Edward F. Johnson. The stud-
ents were pleasantly surprised at the talent displayed by the members of the
club and the singing was exceptionally well done. Lucille Baker, Sarah Sis-
son, William Pearcy and Ross Stacy took the leading parts. The Butler
orchestra accompanied the singers. Arnold Spencer and Rollo A. Tallcott
had charge of the direction of the cast.
One Hundred and Forty-seven
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Top Row—Louise Padou, Magdalene Arbuckle, Virginia Dunkle, Dorothy White.
Front Row—Lillian Martin, Marian Breadheft, Mary Watson.
Sorority Basketball
Intramural play received much attention from the gii'ls chiring the past
year, one hundred and twenty-five turning out at first call for the bas-
ketball season. Of this number, eighty were chosen for the sorority
and two non-sororitj- teams. The series was played off during the first part
of the season in order that the best players could be determined for the Btitler
State squad. Eight teams competed for the silver loving cup which was
presented by Miss Schulmeyer. The Tri Delt team emerged victorious. As
the Tri Delt team also won last year, the cup reinains in their possession for
the second time and it will only be necessar}- for them to ^\'in but once more
to retain permanent possession of the trophy.
One Hundred and Forty-eight
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FACULTY
Tames A. Rohbach, A. ^L, LL. D.
Dean of Indiana Lazv School.
Charles W. Moores, A. M., LL
Litt. D.
Professor of Law
William G. White, LL. B.
Professor of Lazu
William F. Elliott, A. B.. LL. B.
Lecturer on Pleadins: and Practice
One Hundred and Forty-nine
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Fremont Alford, LL. B.
Instructor in Criminal Lazv
Robert N. Fulton, LL. B.
Professor of Lazv
L. Roy Zapf. A. B., LL. B., M. Dip.
histntctor in International Lazv
Frank B. Ross, LL. B.
Instructor in Probate Lazv
W'tllitts a. Bastain, A. B., LL.
Professor of Lazv
Edward A. Willis, ^I. D.
Lectnrer on Medical lurisprudence.
One Hundred and Fifty
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SENIORS
CLASS OF 1922
When, in 1919, we first entered the aged time-worn lecture rooms of the
Law School, then located in Castle Hall Building, we were all as green and
verdant as the grass on the hillsides from which we had come possessed of the
profound theory that the law is a mysterious and secret art, the key to which
is the payment of entrance fees and looking wise. We were earl)'- disillusioned
of that perverted idea when introduced to the sixty odd thousand volumes in
our library.
It was a notable year for us. We soon organized and displayed a class
spirit and leadership in school affairs which has always characterized the
class of '22. Class functions were infrequent, as we were spending most of our
time in getting acquainted with Messrs. Blackstone, Chitty, Vattel, et al., and
incidentally some of the fair sex, including a few "vamps," of this no mean
city.
But all things have an end, and after much diligent study and preparation
for the final lottery, most of us found ourselves to be Juniors. We then
delved into the intricacies and ramifications of Code Pleading, Damages, and
Domestic Relations. In the latter subject Hanby, Cobb, Kirk, and Payne
were the "king bees." as they all had copious previous experience. We took
a leading part in all school activities, our class having the largest representa-
tion, both in numbers and ability, in the Dramatic Club and Debating So-
cieties. It was during this year that basketball was revived. The Varsity
team was nearly all Juniors.
At last we were Seniors, entitled to be addressed as "Judge" by the
underclassmen. It is to us that the honor will fall of being the first class to
be graduated from the new location on North Pennsylvania Street. In social
affairs and classroom work our class has held first place. Our studies more
difficult and complex than before, yet our burden has been somewhat light-
ened by the light comedy entitled "Medical Jurisprudence."
Our days in school are about over. Our class history is almost written.
Our future history must be written in deeds, but we feel certain that the
members of the class of '22 may be trusted to be found in the first rank else-
where, as they have been here.
ROBERT K. EBY
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J PAUL KIRK PAUL V. WYCOFP^ RAYMOXI) 1!. FREDERICK W.
ROLFES STEIGER
President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer
Max Allen Blackburn, Indianapolis
Ye Inne of Cliancerie.
"IViax will complete his course in school
without having attained the height of his
ambition, which was to sleep through two
consecutive lectures without being aroused
by the confusion during the intermission."
Herjian Edward Bogdish,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Is well versed in Medical-Jewishprudence.
He got through without looking up a single
case. Hoiman says it's instinct. Oi, oi!"
Leo Thomas Brown, Tangier, Ind.
Indiana University 1-2.
Gamma Eta Gamma.
"One of the thinkers of the class, having
begun that work about two weeks ago. He
is generally quiet around school, since it
takes all his wind to whisper sweet nothings
so high in the air."
One Hundred and Fifty-tivo
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Wesley D. Cobb^ Indianapolis
Cincinnati University 1, Valparaiso Uni-
versity 1, Indiana University 1, Plii Delta
Phi.
Ye Inne of Cliancerie.
"
'Ty's' only reason for being in school was
to have a good excuse for not working and
to 'kid' Prof. Zapf.
A. Noel DuComb. South Bend, Ind.
Indiana University 1.
Kappa Sigma, Ye Inne of Chancerie.
"Conies from a line of brainy men, but by
the time the line reached 'Duke' it had be-
come extinct."
Robert Killl-vn Eby. Lancaster, Pa.
Franklin and Marshall College 1.
Sigma Delta Kappa.
"Has the wisdom of the ages, but, unlike the
Sphinx, does not retain it unto himself."
Leroy Cl.-\ekson Hanby, Indianapolis
A. B. Butler College 1917.
Vice-President 2, Lambda Chi Alpha, Sig-
ma Delta Kappa.
"W. J. Bryan hasn't anything on 'Roy' ex-
cept in the number of times he has aspired
to office. We have hopes for our candidate,
however, as he is yet young, ambitious and
married."
James Anthony Irving, Indianapolis
"A musician of great ability, who delight:-
in playing on the Tort, provided it is a
left handed Tort."
Jesse Paul Kirk, Indianapolis
President 3, Sigma Delta Kappa.
"Paul absolutely refuses to spend more than
twenty-four hours a day to the numerous
interests and pursuits with which he is iden-
tified. After graduation he expects to take
a vacation of a day or so to renew acquaint-
ance with his wife and daughter. "
One, Hundred mid Fifty-three
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John Franklin Linder, Indianapolis
" 'Comes now the plaintiff.' John says,
'There goes the defendant.' The onus pro-
bandl is on John to show that lie is not
from that uncivilized place called Irving-
ton."
Garrett Wessels Olds, Indianapolis
President 2, Ye Inne of Chancerie.
"This awe inspiring youth was president of
the class during our Junior year. He as-
serted that the work of the 'Smoke Brigade'
was damnum absque injuria. In class reci-
tations is much given to committing the
high crime of Obiter Dictum."
Francis Williaji Payne, Indianapolis
University of Kansas 1.
A. B., Butler College 1916.
Beta Theta Pi, Tau Kappa Alpha, Ye Inne
of Chancerie.
"
'Prank' is the man who inspired 'Corpus
Juris.' He has precipitated the class into
more arguments than the combined efforts
of the faculty."
Raymond Bernard Rolfes,
Greensburg, Ind.
Indiana University 1.
Secretary 3, Sigma Delta Kappa.
"
'Harold Lloyd' was told by Prof. Zapf to
tie his cow outside. One of the politicians
of the class, of whom it is believed that,
after going through a slow process of evolu-
tion, he will become a silver tongued
orator."
John Allen Rothrock, Monticello, Ind.
Indiana University 1, Butler College 1.
Captain Basketball 2-3, Sigma Delta
Kappa.
"John devoted most of his spare hours in
directing affairs of Superior Court 4, until,
by virtue of a writ of ejectment, he was
abated as a nuisance."
Roy Eugene Sargent, Elkhart, Ind.
Valparaiso University 1.
Sigma Delta Kappa.
"In the field of Law, Roy has discovered a
fourth theory of the 'Fourth Dimension' in
which mathematics: Express, Implied, Con-
structive, and 'Cestui Que' Trusts."
One Hundred and Fiftij-four
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Wilfred Francis Seyfried, Indianapolis
Butler College 1.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Ye Inne of Chancerie.
"
'Jake,' who likes his liquor strong and his
women wild, will receive his degree after
three years of hard bluffing."
Peter John Shusler, Indianapolis
Secretary-Treasurer 2.
"
'Pete's' brief case, affected early in his
school career, has been a wonderful asset in
the acquisition of a professional bearing and
an atmosphere of dignity. Very convenient
for transporting sheet music, 'mule,' and
newspapers."
Frederick William Steiger,
Centerton, Ind.
Indiana University 1.
Treasurer 3, Sigma Delta Kappa.
"Dean Rohbach: 'Did your room-mate help
you with this thesis?' Steiger: 'No, sir, he
did it alone.' "
Lauren Claud Warble,
Shelbyville. Ind.
Indiana University 1-2.
Sigma Delta Kappa.
"
'The Law has not been dead but it has
slept.' So has 'Jack.' His ability to debate
and masticate nicotine simultaneously is
not disputed."
Paul A/'ernon Wycoff, Batesville, Ind.
Moores Hill College 1.
Vice-President 3, Ye Inne of Chancerie.
"Handsomest man in the class. Prominent
club member of Batesville. Proud possessor
of an atrophied testimonial."
^tr
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JUNIORS
CLASS OF 1923
I
At eight o'clock we face the Dean,
To give our recitation,
On points of law we should have seen
Instead of recreation.
II
We once read Elementary Law,
To lay our life's foundation.
And see the things that Blackstone saw
—
The law of all the Nation.
Ill
We also took the course in Torts
—
There was no hesitation
—
Nor were we ever out of sorts
Until examination
!
IV
Then too, we studied Civil Pro,
Learned all about Mandamus.
Writs of Scire Facias though.
We didn't know to save us.
V
We also took up Bills and Notes
And read Negotiation,
And how to bind the Principal
And hold the Corporation.
VI
Burned "midnight oil" on Evidence,
On how to try a case
To beat opposing counsel
In every legal race.
VII
We studied hard in Criminal Law,
In spite of all restriction.
On how to get the clients clear
And save them from conviction.
VIII
And after all is studied out
Why, still it's not so funny
To get a steady practice built
And get the people's money
!
—Arthur M. Dinsmore.
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RALPH UOHEPiT WILD UP. ARTHUR Al.
SHAEFFER STOCKWELL DASSEL DINSMORE
President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer
Class of 1923
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EUGENE HUGH MARY GISELLA WAYNE
WEESNER PRATHER GONDOS HARRYMAN
President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer
Class of 1924
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Shaeffer, Demy, Alirens. Rothrock, Grist, Seytried, Linder
Law School Basketball, 1921-2
The Indiana Law School Basketball Team has completed its second
season since the revival of basketball activities in 1920. An extensive sched-
ule of games has been played to date, including virtually every college and
university team in the State, as well as a number of independent teams
throughout the State and in Ohio and Illinois. The program for next year
calls for a still wider field of operations, particularly for more intercollegiate
games.
Manager Glenn Markland secured games this year with Butler College,
Indiana Dental College, Central Normal College, Terre Haute State Normal
College, College of Evansville, Oakland City College, Valparaiso University,
and several others. To avoid discouraging other teains, pending negotiations
for future games, scores and results of the contests above mentioned are
withheld.
Players who have been on the sc|uad for two seasons are. Captain John
Rothrock, AVilfred F. Seyfried, John F. Linder, Russell Denny, Victor Ahrens,
Ferrell Speake, and Ralph Shaeffer. Additions this year are, Lewis Marine.
Arthur Grist, John Ferris, Rody Jacobs, and Paul McClure.
John Rothrock, who has functioned in the dual role of coach and captain
of the team for two years, John Linder, guard, and Wilfred Seyfried, forward,
will be lost to the team next year through graduation. The plavers remain-
ing in school, together with expected and probable additions, should develop
into a fast and formidable squad next season.
The Indiana Law School Athletic Association, composed of student and
facult}" members, controls athletic activities of the school.
JOHN A. ROTHROCK.
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Ye Inne of Chancerie
First Rozv—A. Noel DiiComb, Wilfred F. Seyfried, Garrett VV. Olds, Paul
V. Wycoff (Vice-Chancellor).
Second Rozv—Max A. Blackburn (Chancellor), Wesley D. Cobb, Francis W.
Payne (Scribe), Robert M. Thompson (Tollman), Arthur M. Dinsmore.
Third Row
—
John A. Scudder, Raymond W. Powell, Jean J. Minthorne, Clif-
ford Ferguson, Donovan N. Hoover.
Fourth Row
—
J. Carl Vandivier, Wayne M. Harryman, Lewis E. Marine, Otto
W. Buenting-.
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Sigma Delta Kappa
First Column—Lerov C. Hanbv (Vice-President), Ralph Shaeffer, Paul
Myers, Charles L. Pope.
Second Column
—
J- Paul Kirk, Earl W. Hoffman (Treasurer), Ferrel
Speake, C. Claude Rosenbarger.
Third Column—Robert K. Eby (President), Raymond B. Rolfes, Frederick
W. Steiger, A. D. Beeler, Lauren C. Warble.
Fourth Column—Roy Sargent, Wilbur Dassel (Secretary), Robert Stockwell,
George D. Cowan.
Fifth Column
—
John A. Rothrock, George Henrv, Victor Ahrens, Earl A.
Dillon.
One Hundred and Sixty-three
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She: "Do you know why I don't want to marry you?"
DuComb, '22: "I can't think."
She : "That's it."
Rolfes, '22: "How's my mustache coming?"
Eby, '22 : "It may be coming, but it has a long way to come yet."
"My speech certainly carried conviction;' said Hanby as his client got ten
years.
Fair One: "Can you drive with one hand?"'
Wycoff, '22: "No, but I can stop."
She was sweet and simple. He married her because she was sweet. He
divorced her because she was simple.
Powell, '24: "Say, that dress your girl wore was a song."
Stockwell, '23: "What song?"
Powell, '24: "Sweet and Low."
Olds, '22: "So she winked at you. What followed?"
Brown, '22 : "Why, I did, of course."
Prof. Elliott: "I want you to get at least 90 on this examination—every
one of you."
Kirk, '22 : "So do I. Let's get together on this."
"The shirt of Nessus is upon me." Antony and Cleopatra, Act IV. So
they mixed up the laundry in those days too !"
Prof. White : "Your answer is about as clear as mud."
Myers, '22^: "Well, that covers the ground, doesn't it?"
Dean Rohback has announced his office hours : 2 :30 to 3 :oo p. m., every
other Thursday.
Prof. Willis (in Forensic-lMed. class) : "There are many well known
sleep producers, chloroform, morphine, Prof. White's lectures and many
others."
Prof. White (to tardy student) : "He who wishes to rise with the sun
should not stay up with the daughter.
GOAT GETTERS
East Washington Street Car. Seniors.
Eight o'clock classes. All exams.
Double cuts. Sorority Hounds.
Goloshes. Cellars gangers.
Frosh. Louis Hensley.
Faculty. Hall Traffic.
Chapel. Bates' Oil.
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Local Color
"I have Mr. Gym Bell on the wire," said Mrs. Hall Clock, "and if you're
all ready we'll ring in 9 :oo p. m."
"Well done, children. We work much better now that that awful Barney
boy has left school. Mr. Sellick's left so if you've anything interesting to
report in the day's happenings send it along the line. Anything over your
way, Mr. Gym?''
"Oh, this was only the bo3^s' da}' over here 3'ou know, and I never pay
much attention to them," wired Mr. Gym Bell. All the 'gym-rats' were here
as usual. Goodnight and Durbin Day shot baskets and the minister fellows
had a scrub game. It's the girls' days that Freddie Fellows and I like. When
Janet Dean and her gang roughs things up a bit and "Fran" Brubeck stands
around and yells till my ears ring before it's time. AVhen Pauline Yeagley
comes onto the floor, old Freddie don't think I'm the Belle any more at all."
"Say, Gym, don't those athletic men make you exasperated," broke in
the Science Bell. Take Graham for example, why, that boy never tends to
his work over here. He leaves just as soon as Prof. Bruner turns his back.
He's so far behind in his experiments and Griggs doesn't even know whether
he's coming or going, in English!
"Say, was 'Xig' Woods there today?" suddenly queried ]\Iiss Dorm Bell.
"Oh, yes, he loitered here all morning, surrounded by girls, and his hair all
slick and mirror like. Did you hear the Thetas sing their good morning song,
Brother Hall Bell? Is that the only reason they call them canaries?"
"By me," ans\^•ered the other Hall. What has become of the Pleadies
Girls.'' Is it true that one of them has fallen?"
"Too true, painfully so,'' was the reply.
"Don't be a dumb-bell. Old G_\-m," exclaimed Chapel Bell. "We haven't
heard from 3'ou for ages. I never have anything interesting since they
changed iny hour to twelve o'clock. Chapel exercises of course, but as I
said, nothing interesting. But, you old G}'m, have classes over there now."
"I'd rather not talk of what I see and hear in this place. The way the
boys behave in Prof. Anthony's class (w) rings mj heart every hour. I can
see how they get through exams, but how will they ever learn an^'thing?"
"Hush," suddenly cautioned ]\Irs. Hall Bell. "Here comes somebody.
Oh, it's only the night-watchman, and he has Dave Dunlap with him. What's
that gurgling noise? Hum! Only a drink or two. Well, it's time to ring
off, children, can't have you learning bad habits. We'll all talk again tomor-
row night. Here's to a busy day tomorrow. Goodnight, children."
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The lover strode across the 1)oards,
His chest with passion heaved,
"You've broken my heart," was what he said,
While the crowd for the heroine grieved.
Short of name—long of hair,
^Manner sweet and debonair,
\V3'lie's valet—Mail Pouch king,
Where in the world did we get this thins
"Bo" Graham, a mighty man
And quite a lady fusser,
Wears army clothes where ere he goes
And looks like a baggage hustler.
\\\\\\ step so light and head so high;
Donald will always pass you by.
He who thinks he's such a man
Is nothing more than a big oil can.
One Hundred and Sixty-six
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With hair so sHck and head so thick,
You are the girls' delight.
A Wallace Reid you are indeed.
When vou are seen at night.
Rosey, posey, awful nosey,
Long, lean, and thin.
Athlete, enormous feet,
It's three yards to vour chin.
Your eyes are bright, your clothes just right.
You set a speedy gait,
Hart, Schaffner & IMarx, Fashion Parks,
You are a load of freight.
Howard Bates, our sophomore rare.
Versatile shooter of concentrated air.
He shoots the dope for dear old Philo,
And when he's around you'd better li-low
One Hundred and Si.jcty-seven
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SIGMA CHI
The Sig pin is the White Cross, the
flower the White Rose, and the main
sustenance White Mtile. The local chap-
ter is broadminded btit not broader than
their leader, Elmendorf. The chapter is
aesthetically inclined, carrying off all
barefoot and terpsichorean dancing and
pinocle cups of the year. They were
awarded the greasy hair and bell-bottom
trousers prize for the first and second
semester, permitting them to keep the
cake-eater's trophy permanently. Also
founded at Miami, but the founder was
located by a AVoman's Home Companion
ad. Some prominent members are Beau
Brummel, Julian Eltinge, the Creole
Fashion Plate and Abe Martin. Lj^dia
Pinkham is an honorary member.
PHI DELTA THETA
Phi Delta Theta was founded at
Miami, in 1848, according to the
song of the eagle that flew over the
sky. The founder was located re-
cently through an ad in Whiz Bang.
The official organ of the fraternity is
a scroll, not Burge, as is thought by
many. The members of the local
chapter reach their high state of
muscular development from striding
to and from their bungalow which
is situated at such a distance from
the college that only strong men are
able to make the trip. This location
was chosen because of its close
proxitnity to the famous "house of
Brown" across the street. Some
prominent members of the chapter
include Hercules, Samson, Jack
Johnson and Zbvsko.
DELTA TAU DELTA
The Delts hold the matrimonial
championship for the State, al-
though a handicap was incurred by
Short, who divided his time between
the Canteen and the Hume-Manstir
pool palace. The fraternity was
founded at Bethany college (not
Bethanjr Park) in 1859 although the
local chapter came from .Vnderson,
Indiana, and other schools where
the chapters ha^e lieen depleted by
friction with the faculty causing the
brethren to arri\-e here. The Delt
Annex is located at Hogates.
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi is the "bal^y" Greek at Butler, having
been established in 1915, but is growing fast with Rosen-
stihl in the lead. The local chapter is very progressive,
having made a pledging at least twice a week throughout
the first semester. One of the mysteries that now re-
mains comes from the fact that there are only twenty-
nine in the chapter now. Another progressive movement
is the establishing of a women's auxiliarjr at The Bell
Telephone Company. The fraternitj^ was founded at
Boston, the boys addressing each other as "old bean,"
Prominent members are Caesar, Captain Kidd. Jesse
James and Coxey's Army.
BUTLER ASSOCIATION
The B. A. was founded in 1919 by a bunch of fel-
lows who had nothing else to do. The organization
has had a phenomenal growth, having tinctured
every town of less than 200 in the near vicinity. The
B. A.'s have collected a remarkable number of cups
for such a short existence, including a drinking cup,
a butter-cup, and a corn-popping trophy. They
also took the spelling bee out at Cumberland. The
owl, which is their insignia, does not denote wis-
dom as some believe, but indicates their tendencies
to carouse late at night. Prominent members in-
clude Martin Luther, Billv Sundav and Volstead.
KAPPA SIGMA PHI
Kappa Sigma Phi is an auxiliary organization for the
band, although it had no definite use until somebody
thought of forming a band this past fall. The Kappa
Sig insignia is a blue skull cap and blue trousers with
white stripes. This is also the band insignia. The
brothers are very socially inclined, spending many eve-
nings in larking about at the Lyric ball room and the
Claypool lobby. Prominent members are Mark Antony,
Captain Billy, Sousa and Pa Perkins.
One Hundred and Si^rty-nine
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The Coed's Lament
Each morn I have to rise at four
—
Five minutes past, perhaps some more.
I use Woodbury's with delight
To take off cream for overnight,
And after it is all away
I put it on to last all day.
Silk stockings then I must repair.
Three runners show pink skin so bare
;
My oxfords also must be shined
Because I didn't have a dime.
While dawn is chasing through the sky
I'm sewing on a hook and e}e,
I'm running ribbon lingerie
And rolling them l^elow my knee
;
With all my courage flaunting high
I pluck the brows from either eye
My hair is in an awful mess
But first I must go down and press
My favorite tricotine dress.
The iron is cold and while it warms
I'll conjugate some French verb forms;
And now the dress from wrinkles free
I'll read three chapters of history.
My lessons learned, my toilet made
—
Oh, what's that? I'm most afraid
The clock in there is striking eight.
I'll take a cut for I'm too late!
—Helen Walsh.
Fraternity Expansion
Fraternity
Butler Association
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Delta Theta
Sigma Chi
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Pi Omega
Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Kappa Gamma
Pi Beta Phi
Zeta Tau Alpha
Petitioned From :
Illinois University
Anderson High School
Sanderson Business College
Tri-Citv Barber College
N. A. G. U.
Keely Cure Institute
Valparaiso University
Central Beauty College
Tudor Hall
Wabash
Michigan Agricultural College
Rose Pohtechnic Institute
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Thoughts While Strolling About Butler
So this is the clock! Look at the crowd. Ah, what the poor things will
endure for the sake of a little learning to be thus crammed and jammed and
jostled and juggled by the common herd. A learned professor, portfolio
tightly gripped, leaps into the seething, surging tide of youthful knowledge
seekers in a vain attempt to reach an already assembled class. He emerges
from the other side minus specks and one cuff and rushes off to the library.
No young hopefuls await him and he sits waiting for an interminable slice
of infinit)'- (five minutes a la mode) but nobody returns.
Think I'll go to the Canteen. Hash and Fish ! Engaging placards read-
ing, "If you don't like what we serve, spit it out." Truman Short and Don
Burge "annoying" some ladies as usual, in blase manner. Kappas eating din-
ner number one before continuing up the avenue to their domicile. Coach
Page appears suddenly to see what his boys are eating. All are guzzling beans
apparently. Guess I'll try some. Where's the end of the line? Here it is
back behind the door. Lady in front of me gets the last of the Friday Life-
saver so it's Hash for me. Plenty of beans, though. Twenty—thirty—two
cents and five is seven. Only got thirty-five—Here Ben, scrape off a spoon-
ful of beans. Atta Boy ! Wonder where I can eat. No place left at all. Ah,
there's a place over there with Mark Anthony. Gosh, what was that thing
that fell on my foot—I'll never be the same again. Oh. it was only a roll.
So here's a seat and I've forgotten silverware. I'll tr}- to get some that
doesn't taste. Great guns ! Somebody's laid their coat in my plate. And
it's time to go to class. Ah, well! It's all in an education, anywa}-. Going
to class. Bill." Fine, I've got it all written out. Yeh, you can sit next to me.
All right vou get it tomorrow. So, long. gang.
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YE CALENDAR OF HUMOR
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 20—Four hundred frosh arrive via
kiddie-kars and roller skates. Dr. Aley
on deck to take the reins.
Sept. 21—Industrious discover six new
faculty members, including Mr. Anth-
ony, an eligible young bachelor from
the golden west. Greek sisters step
out with new domiciles, including the
Sigma Chis.
Sept. 22—Tom Batchelor insists he hears
pigs calling for their supper, but dis-
covers it is only silence week ending.
Sept. 23—Y. M. C. A. mixer causes riot
call for police. Spiked beverage seem-
ingly at wrong banquet. Harold Keal-
ing becomes very popular.
Sept. 24—Dennison hits the trail in first
football game of season.
Sept. 26—Monday—Everybody sleeps off
the first strenuous week of school.
thousand to be a millionaire. Tom
Brown says the only obstable in his
Purdue trip was the conductor.
Oct. 2—Messrs. Wylie, Thomas, Batche-
lor and Spohr hold informal tea at the
Francis Pharmacy to open season.
Oct. 3—Bo Graham finds there are 136
more women than men in school and
decides to stay in school at least ten
years more.
Oct. 6—Truman Short arrives late, enter-
ing in his usual fashionable manner.
Oct. S—Rose Poly game turns into track
meet.
Oct. 9—Dan McKinney forced to leave
church as seats are all filled. Decides
to buy his gum instead. Sigs pick out
their best five and initiate them.
Oct. 10—Frosh receive green headgear
as tokens of upperclass esteem. Sher-
wood Eddy tells chapelists what the
world needs.
Sept. 27—Kappa pledges of last year are
taken into "the big secret."
Sept. 28—New boy flunkies learn first
tricks at Wednesday night opener.
Robert Holton Bull signs contract with
National Biscuit Co. to pose for animal
crackers.
Sept. 29—Bob Hall demonstrates new
smoking mixture; Martha Lucas insists
she smells pancakes as the demonstra-
tion proceeds. Draw own conclusions.
Ross Stacy, inventor, brings forth new
marriage license form—has divorce
coupon attached.
Sept. 30—Paul Brown enlightens "Kelly"
to the extent that although he is often
accompanying policemen, he has not
joined the force.
Oct. 1—Warren Grafton knocks a homer
in sociology when he declares with
some force that he would give a cool
Oct. 11—Discovery Day brings no holiday
although we might still have been
something else if Christopher hadn't
gotten curious that time.
Oct. 12—Louis Hensley ties oil can on
Wylie. Would-be Thespians knock at
gates of Butler Dramatics; want to
join the "400."
Oct. 14—Inter-fraternity pledge smoker
costs Prank Trost 25c to purchase
"what every smoker needs," namely
matches.
Oct. 15—Hanover gives up in bitter grid
battle, 122 to 0. Football hop that
night reveals Sylvester Southard as a
nasty bow slinger.
Oct. 17—Pi Phis initiate old pledges
—
and one Beta Theta Pi pin Is garnered.
Oct. IS—Freshies flaunt flagrant flag,
not annoying the Sophs. Friendly cop
assists in taking down the horrid
thing.
Oct. 19—Schumacher brothers take up
the study of Hebrew in order to get
around the Claypool lobby safely.
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Oct. 20—Cold weather brings no fears
to the Sigs in their new location along
side the railroad.
Nov. 4—Ed Deiderich says it's quite a
feather in your cap to be a Scarlet
Quill.
Oct. 21—Homecoming dance at Moore's
Hall.
Oct. 22—Homecoming Day. Earlham
kicks in 33-7. Band makes appearance.
Miss Graydon announces that the
spoons and other cutlery are not to be
confiscated for memory books. Class
stunts, and Dr. Aley speaks.
Oct. 23—Great day for the tea-hounds.
Tri Delts hold open house. Joe Moore
says an open mouth as well as an open
mind, must be had to enjoy open house.
Nov. 5—Butler fumbles to Chicagoans
and loses 14-7. Fine tribute paid to the
Terrible Graham as he sits in his car
on the sidelines. Fred Jaehne mis-
taken for the head barber at the Lin-
coln as he struts about in his band
uniform.
Nov. 6—Frank Messick drinks ink and
grows a mustache.
Nov. 7—Ludy Elmendorf announces he
has a suit for every day in the week;
it is brown.
Oct. 24—Phi Delta Phi gives Hallowe'en
party. Katie Phillips and Marie George
play game with bananas, feeding each
other blindfolded with evident results.
Oct. 25—Dan McKinney connects with
horrors of living in fraternity house
and appears with dirty shirt for a full
week. Naughty boys! Wear their
brethren's shoits!
Oct. 26—Norm Thayer down with hay
fever after dancing with grass widow.
Oct. 28—Scarlet Quills appear in their
distinctive dress.
Nov. S—Don Burge insists he is not
afraid of work. In fact he says he al-
ways lays right down beside it.
Nov. 10—After the overcoat thieves get
every available piece of wear, the
checking system is installed.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day celebrated until
eleven o'clock and then classes are ex-
cused.
Nov. 12—Bulldogs gloriously clean up
Aggies 3-2. 'Mid Winship asks why
"Fuzz" Hungate takes the part of the
towel rack.
Oct. 29—Wabash downs the Bulldogs In
football classic of the year.
Oct. 30—Mark Anthony comes to faculty
reception at Kappa house to see what
a sorority house looks like.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 1—Y. W. C. A. drive rages on,
finally resulting in Phil Brown and
Bill Kiser joining.
Nov. 2—John Leslie tells friend wife his
nose was broken in three places,
whereupon she asks why he insists on
going to all those places anyway. Cur-
tain!
Nov. 3—Rosestihl Injured in Lyric when
lady sits on him, thinking he is the
seat design. Miss Welling reads fresh-
man literary gem: "I was not born in
my native town, but while on a visit
to my grandmother's."
Nov. 13—Dr. and Mrs. Aley are enter-
tained at Theta house while at the Sig
house but a block away. Hughes Upde-
graff cries: "Take back the heart thou
gavest—I need a spade for this hand."
Nov. 14—The Theta cook leaves and the
canteen gets on a paying basis once
more.
Nov. 15—Gene Colway becomes the
original waiter. He can make you eat
something you don't want, pay double
for it, and then beat you out of your
change.
Nov. 16—"Wally" comes to school very
dejected. He has joined a society that
pays ten dollars a day if he gets sick,
and he can't get sick.
Nov. 17—Glen Staton says he always can
tell what they had the meal he missed
at the Lambda Chi house by viewing
the tablecloth.
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Nov. 18—Lucile Baker announces that as
she can sing she might as well put a
few notes in the Drift.
Nov. 19—Second annual football banquet
with spasms of oratory by Coach Page
and his crew.
Nov. 20—Colored cook at Pi Phi open
house suddenly appears and for a mo-
ment it is thought the chapter has
been holding out a member from pub-
lic knowledge.
Nov. 21—Small boy tells "Beans" Hoov-
er that the best passage in his morning
duties was from the pulpit to the
vestry room.
Nov. 22—Dick Hall comes through fresh-
man-sophomore scrap with little more
than his birthday suit.
Nov. 23—Henry Gipson refuses to sub-
scribe for a new chandelier for the
Lambda Chi house insisting no one
would be able to play the thing. Why
not a cornet?
Nov. 24—Thanksgiving. Time out for
festivities. Dick Bastian and Helen
Hackleman secretly get married.
Nov. 27—Truman Short takes out license
to deal in oil. Skeet Moore takes out
lease on Theta house.
Nov. 28—Sprightly youths at Tri Delt
pledge dance after falling down on the
slippery floor, pronounce it a "slick"
dance.
Dec. 4—Howard Bates decided to be care-
ful with his dates, as the days are
getting much shorter and his bank roll
thinner. Don Kennedy is seen going
to church.
Dec. 5—Co-eds man downtown stores for
Xmas rush. Polly Holmes steers the
Bible department at Stewart's.
Dec. 6—Peg Higbee gets down to real
business and entertains Jimmy in the
Theta kitchen. Dave Konold pays his
room rent and is allowed to live in
peace again.
Dee. 10—Junior Commerce team falls be-
fore Bulldogs. Tri Delts have a
bazaar for a few Phi Delts.
Dec. 12—Bailey Fesler shows up much
the worse for wear, after trying to an-
noy a horse while on his back.
Dec. 14—Fraternity league gets started.
Dec. 16—Many representatives at Alia
Axiom's special ladies' performance.
Al Thomas thrown out after cleverly
eluding the guards.
Dec. IS—Big mystery about Bob Reach's
watch. There is said to be a woman
in the case.
Dec. 21—Imposed upon Tri Delts set the
alarm at ten thirty for associate sister,
Charles Daily.
Dec. 22—Christmas vacation begins with
Pi Phis and Tri Delts giving blowouts.
Nov. 30—Phi Delts feel call of the sweet
tooth and decide to serenade. Neal
Carter discovers the meaning of
"paddle" in all senses.
DECEMBER
Dec. 1—"Peach" Gentry declares she is
willing to do anything to get her name
in the Drift.
Dec. 27—Prof. Woodruff hits the un-
known quantity of matrimony.
Dec. 30—Old Eli tossers bite the dust at
Tomlinson Hall 51-16.
JANUARY
Jan. 3—Vacation over.
Dec. 2—Prof. Cavan proves existence of
a third eyebrow and is granted ad-
mittance to the Lily Dippers.
Dec. 3—Tri Delts take supper to gym
and thus hold down first row at basket
ball game with Hanover.
Jan. 5—Notre Dame falls before Bulldogs
37-21.
Jan. 9—Junior Prom proves a big suc-
cess. Lavonne Larison and Bob Mans-
field stay iu one spot so long they are
requested to move or pay rent.
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Jan. 10—Pleiades appears to bless the
campus. As evidences of good faith
each member destroys her "God knows
when" box.
Jan. 11—"Wally" Middlesworth receives
an "A" from Prof. Harris for represent-
ing the most at one time at roll call.
Jan. 13—Being Friday, Norma Thayer
crosses the police and gets pinched for
speeding. Prof. Cavan helps out the
city by donating $1 and costs for a like
offense.
times, decides to cheat them and goes
to Tokio instead.
Jan. IS—Pleiades rumored disbanded,
causing much commotion. Quite in
keeping with the purpose, so all's well.
Jan. 20—Society item: Mike Mercer,
Harry Duttenhaver and Louis Hensley
visited college last week.
Jan. 22—Prof. Wesenberg and Miss Bid-
well decided to "hitch up." The wed-
ding has been announced to take place
in June.
Jan. 14—Wilson's advertise soothing an-
tiseptics and healing bandages for fra-
ternity pledges.
Jan. 16—Howard Underwood, after being
thrown out of the Lyric ball room three
Jan. 26—Exams cloud the outlook of the
student body.
Jan. 29—Lucille Hodges calls Mr. Stone
"the great oil magnate" and rates her
picture free of charge. Easy when
vou know how.
Second Semester
FEBRUARY
Feb. 6—Back again. Harold Kealing
signs up for Zoology, thinking it was
"Jazzology."
Feb. 7—Founder's Day. Seniors parade
in their academic robes and Dr. Aley
finds he is president of Butler. Heinle
Goett and Mike Mercer occupy front
pews, determined to see something for
nothing.
Feb. 11—Chuck Davis corrects bad im-
pression. Insists his shiners cost him
eleven and costs.
Feb. 14—Mabel Henuinger celebrates St.
Valentine's day by sending Cavan an
originally formed valentine.
Feb. 15—Paul Spohr arrives at educa-
tion late and is informed that tea is
not being served that day.
Feb. S—Second semester matrimony
starts off large when Big Dutt an-
nounces marriage. Coach Page points
out faculty improvement, inasmuch as
only three men flunked this year, as
compared with eleven last year.
Feb. 9—Phi Delt prize fight—between
Mike Mercer and Bink Rawlings;
Chuck Davis gets a pair of black eyes.
Feb. 10—Russel Dawson joins Cavan's
education class. Receives great ova-
tion from the women in the class.
"One more man" becomes the pass-
word.
Feb. 16—Virginia Dunkle starts having
her hair bobbed on the installment
plan.
Feb. 17—Bob Bull gets crush on Nellie
Brewer but decides to lay low on ac-
count of Brother Mercer, of the upper-
classmen delegation.
Feb. 18—Mose Bates decides to visit
Egypt and pose as a pyramid.
Feb. 21—Many casualties when the 22nd
is announced a holiday.
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Feb. 23—Collegian ties can on referee for
losing Franklin game.
Feb. 24—Speed Boy Martz steps out to
the Pi Phi bouse.
March 14—"Sprig, sprig, gentle sprig,"
March 1.5—The noon meetings by the
Student Relief came to an end and
everybody eats in safety again.
Feb. 25—Tom Brown signs for new Go-
zinto class—"Two goes into four
twice." Text book—"How to Become
a Dumbbell."
March 16—"Fun Night" adopted at dorm.
March 17—Earl Daniels wins third in
State oratorical contest.
Feb. 28—Bill Shumacker refuses to buy
twelve Turkish bath tickets at greatly
reduced price because he fears he will
not live twelve years.
March 21—Florence Hoover chosen to
speak at National Y. W. C. A. meet-
ing. One of four delegates from col-
leges over the country.
MARCH
March 22—Another budding celebrity.
Jim Shockley joins race for congress.
March 1—Mildred Goff enlightens class-
mates in that two botanical terms are
Aurora Borealis and Delirium Tre-
mens.
March 23—Basketball awards are made.
"Pat" tells how baby teethed on his
first gold football. Paging Mr.
Hooker!
March 2—Bob Renick reported poisoned;
turns out to be chicken pox.
March 3—Sub-matrimonial season gets
away early — Hensly and Dorthea
Reissner engaged.
March 6—Camera club takes first hike.
Ross Stacy hates to see food go to
waste.
March 7—Prof. Harrison denies originat-
ing the quotations, "A lie is an abom-
ination of the land but a very present
help in time of trouble."
March 24—Warm weather seems in pro-
cess. Now the frosh will learn why
the trees are numbered.
March 25—Theta's handicapped by fact
semester is two months old but hope
to reach seventy by June.
March 26—Kappas hold open house
—
again.
March 28—Lucille Hodges thinks South
Bend is a morning exercise.
March 8—Betty Harris realizes $1.05 on
her entire wardrobe at Tri Delt auc-
tion sale.
March 29—Frank Trost comes to school
with badly scratched face but it de-
velops he is only learning to eat with
a fork.
March 9—Kappa's tub June Ham. No
reason announced publicly.
March 10—Babe Hendren brings dog to
class and feeds it life-savers. Oh! to
lead a dog's life!
March 11—"Everybody step" to the Tri
Delt and Kappa dances.
March 30—Dorm angels get scolded but
Erma Tevis hides under the table and
fools Miss Butler.
March 31—Ed Deiderich explains how
the "In" and "Out" signs on the street
car register show how much the con-
ductor is in and the company out.
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April 1—Eric Sweeney tells how any girl
can make a fool o£ a man but not a
man of a fool.
April 2—Kappa day at churcli.
April 3—Harold Kealing leads a three
day jag into the Phi Delt house and
talks to it like a little child.
April 4—Examinating exams are begin-
ning to begin.
April 5—Collegian appears without any
Froth and nobody bothers to read
it.
April 6—Don Kennedy says he and his
girl spent Sunday In Brown county and
adds that that is all he spent, too.
April 7—Baseball season opens with
game with Indians at league park.
April 8—Easter vacation starts—also
rain.
April 13—Drift copy all prepared. Con-
sequently finis.
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Famous Sayings of Famous People
Prof. Anthony—AVe'll call the roll now.
"Pat" Page—Keep tense and you won't get hurt.
Howard Bates—It's a revelation to see you.
Joe Vickers—Many are called but few answer.
Prof. Harris—Papers aside, please ! I can't compete with the Collegian
on Wednesday morning.
John Heine—Well, now that we have that settled !
Mr. Kinchen—-This is simply awful and awfully simple
!
Prof. Gelston—Now, I'll have to take this up with Dean Putman.
Dean Putman—I'll have to refer this matter to the committee.
The Committee—We'll have to bring this up in Faculty meeting.
Faculty Meeting—This seems to be in Prof. Gelston's jurisdiction. We'll
leave it to him to deal with as he sees fit.
Prof. Cavan—Have you a date tonight?
A SHORT STORY
And he suddenlv took his hands off the steering wheel
miitiii
Compliments of i Compliments of =
[ National Dairy Lunch ; W.W. Carter \
1
9 EAST OHIO STREET 1 HABERDASHER 1
E. DIRKS 1
Staple and Fancy 1
GROCERIES 1
I Fine Meats A Specialty 1
5524 E. WASHINGTON STREET |
Irvington 2800-1-2 Auto 67-773 |
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Definitions for Campustry Students
Cake Eater—A young man who wears good looking clothes, shakes a
wicked foot, and never spends any money.
Flat-Tire—A young man whose idea of giving a girl a good time is to
take her for a \valk.
Dumb Bell—A person of either sex who has more looks than brains.
Oil Can—A girl who has no looks, no money, can't dance and is generally
hopeless.
Flapper—A girl who wears goloshes.
Goof—All}- one -who acts like Hinkle. A pretty girl who can dance like
a streak, but is otherwise a dumb-bell.
A Peach—A girl like the one in Woodburv's advertisement.
Portraits by the C. B. Stone Studio
1922
Class
and
Drift
By Appointment Only
Main 2143 3 1 9 N. Penn. St.
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Butler Fan : I understand your son, Alva, is much inclined toward
study.
Mrs. Graham: Yes, he inclines so far that he's slid to the bottom of his
class.
Dot Day : Let's sit out this dance on the steps.
Chas. Mcllvaine: Why?
D. D. : I'd like them under my feet for a while.
Remember, Dale, no matter how much you love her, it is just as well to
stop dancing when the music ceases.
Pauline S. : Would you really put yourself out for me?
"Ludy": Indeed I would.
P. S. : Then do it please, I'm awfully sleepy.
He : That snapp)^ fellow you just danced with is in my class.
She : You flatter yourself.
Phi Delt Pledge: Lookout, Mr. Bates.
Howard Bates: What's the matter?
P. D. P. : Your chew's on fire !
"Tubby" Felt: Have you ever read proof?
Paul Habbe : No. Who wrote it?
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The Butler Collegian
The Butler Brief Bag
I
Newspapers Office Forms
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The Mail Press
I 302 East Market Street INDIANAPOLIS
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Irvington's Headquarters for
Coal and Building Material
Irvington Coal and Lime Co.
5543 Bonna Avenue
Phones Irvington 4196 and 4197
Prompt Service Courteous Treatment
We Invite Consultation on All Matters Pert lining- io Our
Lines of Business
Compliments of
Shirley Bros. Co.
Five 'Establishments in
Indianapolis
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Our Greatest Aim
"Better Service"
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^' At Your Seri'ice'^
Conner & Hargitt
PHARMACISTS
Prescriptions Our Specialty
Prompt Delivery Service
Kodak Finishing
Eastman Films
5420 E. Washington St., Cor. Whittier
Place
Phones— Irv. 0471 and 0987
The Bums Realty Co. I
Many of the best homes in Indian- |
apolis have been designed and built |
by us. I
May we not build for you? |
"Builders of Good Homes" |
LEMCKE ANNEX |
Phone 2158 |
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One Hundred and Eightij-tivo
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STATIONARY I Irv. 5287 5518 E. Washington St.
James T. Tandy
5502 East Washington St.
Phone 4140
Agency, Gennett Records
Conklin Fountain Pens
SCHOOL SUPPLIES CANDY
Corinne's Tea Shoppe
I
SUNDAY CHICKEN DINNER
I Luncheon Served Throughout the Day
I
Punch, $1.50 gallon; Brick Ice
I
Cream, 75c quart
I SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO
I PARTIES AND BANQUETS
The
Wilson Pharmacy
Old Phone— Irv. 0140. Irv. 0114
5464 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
ONLY ONE PROFIT
FROIVI FARIVIER TO CONSUMER
Schussler's Meat Market
Heart& Soul
foi
BUTLER
That's Our Motto
This Butlei- habardasher joint,
for your oouvenienee, will be riglit
up to snuff. Ju.st good, snappy
togs at the price your bank book
will stand.
'We're going to be great friends |
C. A. RISHER CO. I
5512 East Washington St.
'2'Jie Lainidrij Service Complete
Excelsior
Laundry
Co.
222 N. Alabama St.
Phont' ilain 3180
One Hundred and Eighty-three
Qt O^Fl ^
A NeAVSpaper First
A NEWSPAPER eannot be , agreat newspapers by virtue of
circulation alone any more than a
college can be great soleh' by virtue
of its enrollment.
The Indianapolis News is proud of
its circulation, of its advertising
patronage, of its business success, but
it is more proud of its reputation as
a neivspaper, its reputation for pre-
senting all the news and correctly in-
terpreting it. That is a service
which the cause of education de-
mands and without which our insti-
tutions of learning could not flourish.
From its beginning in 1869, nine-
teen years after the founding of
Northwestern Christian University,
now Butler College, The Indianapolis
News has sought always to develop a.s
a newspaper. The others things
have followed.
The Indianapolis News
One Hundred and Eighty-four
i /?J^/T t
I
Compliments of the
Irvin^ton Doctors
I
and
I
Dentists
I
Paul G. Miller, D. D. S. Walter F. Kelly, M. D.
I
John K. Kingsbury, M. D. W. B, Gates, D. D. S.
I C. E. Donnell, D. D. S. C. E. Arnold, D. D. S.
H. B. Morrow, D. D. S.
One Hundred and Eighty-five
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"The Mitchells have been
Printing over Fift^ Years"
(Established 1859
Bool^ Manufacturers
Greenfield, Ind.
Special 'Department for College
^ool^s and Printing of every Character
One Hundred and Eighty-six
^ OJ^fT
Main Plant—Indianapolis, Ind.
There Is No Secret About It
The following facts explain the superior (piality of
KiNGAN'S
"RELIABLE"
HAMS AND BACOiV
Made from choice corn-fed hogs.
Bach piece carefully selected.
Lean and fat properly proportioned.
C.ured by special mild-cure formula.
Smoked slowly with hard-wood smoke.
Appetizingly flavored—Sweet and tender.
KingAN & Co,
Pork and Beef Packers
IXDIAXAPOLIS
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One Hundred and EigMy-seven
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TO BUTLER COLLEGE
and
TO TEE DRIFT
The
Crown Laundry
Co.
Extends Its Compliments
We Wish You Success
1922 Class
Come Back and Visit Vs
Butler Haberdashers
C. A. Risher Co.
'IRVINGTON"
HIGH GRADE
SHOE REPAIRING
You know how annoying it feels
When your shoes are run down at the
heels;
We'll make them like new at a small
expense, too,
For our business is giving square
deals.
Excel Shoe Repair Co.
5533 Ea«t Washington Street
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We wish to thank the students
of Butler College for their patron-
age during the past year.
The same hi{/h-class service will
be at your disposal in the future.
132 S. Audubon Road
Phone, Irvington 4000
One Hundred and Eighty-eight
D/^Fr I
-yr
The
Sport Pages
of the
Indianapolis
Star
The sporting pages of The Star
are written by men of experience
in this field and edited by a man
who is himself a college atlilete and
sportsman.
Not only the sports pages of
The >Star are of interest to college
men and women, but the many well
written features, its editorials and
its latest news reports are a part
of the daily reading of thousands
of college folk.
Start the dav well informed
—
Read The Star."
Rend The Star before ynu go to college
and the "Prof.' zvon'i stiiiiif yon on
:nrrent Its.
College
Athletics
The athletic activities of the
colleges, at every season of the
year, with full scores of all import-
ant inter-collegiate games in every
department of sports, are interest-
ingly recorded for you college men
and women, in the
One Hundred and Eighty-nine
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QUALITY SERVICE I
]\Iain Office—601 N. Pennsylvania
Main 0645 Auto 24055
Branch Office—63 Circle
Main 1227
Plaint—9344 East Pratt
M. 4141. M. 4142. Lin. 8631
The Pastry Shop
Enipst 0. Johnson
Irvinglon s Bakery
and
Lunch Room
5450 East Washington St.
Irvingfton 1888
COAL and ICE
IRVINGTON ICE CO.
A. B. SWARTZ, ilanager
We Handle-
Tlie Best Grades of Coal
Our Ice-
Is tlie Best That Modern Plant Can Prodnee
Our Service in Ice and Coal
Is the Best Money and Care Can ilake It
PHONE, IRVINGTON 3031
One Hundred and Niiicti/
^ /J>22^ ^
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Davis Coal and Block Co.
COAL AND BUILDING MATERIAL
Cement, Cement Blocks, Lath, Plaster and Lime,
Sewer Ripe, Flue Lining, General
Building Supplies
Telephone Irv. 0525 or Irv. 4262
South Kitter Avenue and C, I. & W. Railway
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FRESH PASTEURIZED
MILK AND CREAM
FROM OUR OWN COWS
DELIVERED DAILY
IN STERILIZED BOTTLES
PIERRE VAN SICKLE
Irv. 2709-R-1 Irv. 1290
Irvington State Bank
The Friendly Home Bank
PAYS FOUR PER CENT. ON
SAVINGS
Has Insured Safe Deposit Boxes at
Reasonable Rates
ICE CREAM SOFT DRINKS WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN
TheBonnalnn I Athletic Equipment
I
"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"
I Prices Always Riglit
I
GROCERIES SANDWICHES
FOR HIGH SCHOOLS AND
COLLEGES
Smilh-Hassler-Strum
219-21 Massachusetts Avenue
INDIANAPOLIS
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One Hundred and Ninety-one
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CLBx\NING
PRESSING
CALL BALL
That's All
Two Shops
3906 East Washington
5532 Bast Washington
Irv. 0919 Irv. 0131
ASK FOR
Furnas
Ice Cream
'TRE CREAM OF QUALITY"
For Sale at
Druggists and Confectioners
1855—Butler College—1922
A Standard Coeducational College Located at
the Capital of the State
A College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Courses given leading to the de-
grees of A. B., B. S., A. M. and M. S.
A College of Ministerial and Missionary Education. Co-operating with the
College of Missions. Forty courses are offered in Religious Education.
The B. D. degree is conferred.
A College for Teachers. Accredited by the State Board of Education for
the training of teachers.
Business Administration. New courses offered each year in Business Ad-
ministration.
Athletics. Inter-collegiate and Intra-Mural games and gymnasium work.
For further information, address
ROBERT J. ALEY, President, Indianapolis
0)ie Hundred and Ninety-two
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